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'CHANCELLOR

LEGISLATIVE

They Offer to Arbitrate by Leaving Questions to Board of
Conciliation, Judge Grey to Act as, or to Appoint, the
Umpire and Men to Work Pending Decision.

ply When

GETS ILL AND THE ATTACKED BY FAINTING FIT

German Hotel

Confrence on Statehood Had
to Adjourn to Meet
on Saturday.

A

Special to Evening Citizen:
April 5. The
Washington, D.
statehood conferees did not meet today, owing to the illness of Representative Brick of Indiana. The next
meeting will probably be on Saturday. The committee on territories
referred the bill to validate the acts
of the legislature of New Mexico, In
the matter of the bonds Issued for
The Insane iisylum, agricultural college, military Institute, and the armory at Albuquerque, and Lag Vegas,
lo'the Secretary of the Interior.
Alabama Matter Condensed.
When the house met today, the bill
compelling the circuit and district
courts of the middle district of Alabama to sit six months of each year
sit Birmingham, was passed. Tho bill
hail been strenuously contested.

Chancellor Von
debate in the
relchstag, fainted, and was carried to
a committee room by some members
of the house.
The chancellor had made a speech
on the subject of Morocco, and was
listening to the answer of Herr Bebel,
the Socialist leader, when he was
taken ill. ,The vice president immediately adjourned the silting for fifteen minutes, while the chancellor
was carried out and attended by the
physicians.
Tho chancellor began to regain
consciousness shortly after he had
been removed from tho house. Prof.
Rudolph Renvers, head of the Moab- ite hospital, reached the room some
time later, and after examining the
chancellor, said that he was suffering only from a severe fainting spell,
the result of influenza, and that there
were no indications of paralysis,
which was at first feared. Von Buelow was placed on a sofa and was
Einepror
soon joined by his wife.
William came to the door later, but
was not permitted to enter, as the
chancellor was sleeping.

Collapses-Vesuviu- s

Overflow.
April

C

5.

Buelow, while attending

IN THE SENATE.
When the senate convened today,
Klkins gave notice that tomorrow he
will address the senate on the rate

Mil.

ures in the coal trouble do not appear. "The
of the opera- Nearly tho whole, tors and miners met at 1 o'clock to- n l,lf surface.
competitive district and the anthra-- i day and the miners submitted a
wh(,h afUf B,ating prevlous
fif)d rpmain Ued
thm
ia no Indication of yielding on the part! efforts at settlement, made the fob
lowing offer:
We prrpose, subject
cf either operators or miners.
Activity Is a little larger In the
approval by the convention of an- luminous fields than It was.iand there, thracite mine workers, which shall be
,g stronK hopo
MpreMod hat ln a calod at thft earlle8t date po8sll,le,
lpw daj.g lt
be nulrh iarger than that the differences between us be s
at present, but this nctlvlty. It mustlferred for determination and Bettle- oou-- i nient to a board of arbitration, com
remembered. Is practically
flnrd to those mines the management' posed of the present board of conclll
if U'bioh had clcmprt tho 1ntn an'hfmo ntlnn nrnvtilr for tn tlia B9'n rA of
(the anthracite coal commission, with
demanded by the miners.
The miners almost to a man ap-- j Judge George Gray or any person he
prove the action of President Roose-;maappoint
act ns chairman and
veil in declining to Interfere. Some umpire the decision of this tribunal or
altercations are reported from the an-- ! cf a majority of the members tnereof,
thracite fields, but the miners deny As far as Its decision Influences
their accuracy. It Is slso reported wages. It Is to be effective from
:m,t the antnracitp roiuers nave ie-- j April , litmi, and to continue in iorce
tcrmlned to modify their demands until March 31. 11108, such decision to
Ion the. operators, but the report be final and binding on all parties In
interest. The employes of the anthraneeds connrmation,
cite mines are to resume work immeLITTLE CHANGE HAS BEEN
diately and continue pending the deMITCHELL OFFERS TO
REPORTED SO FAR TODAY.
ACCEPT ARBITRATION. cision of the said board."
New York. April
remain
Thp I()iI((wlng statement lias been
The operators took tho matter unmuch as yesterday. Noteworthy feat-- , lssuC(i b Pl.esident Mitchell:
der advisement.

R.
New York. April
The confer- ence of the
of the an-operators and the miners be- gan this afternoon. Neither side
would make a statement prior to the
meeting. ,
The conference adjourned at 2:15.
It is understood that no agreement
reached. President Mitchell said
that he would give a statement later.
George F. Bacr, chairman of the op- erators committee, said that he had
no statement to make. Immediately
after the conference the onerators',
committee went to the office of Presl- dent Thomas, of the Ix'hlgh Valley,
where they held a meeting. No stair- ment of thV nnrnosp was elven out
forehand. After the conference had
adjourned, it was announced that
another meeting will be held next
Monday.
1

Threatens to

Berlin,

EVENING. Al'Kl.. o.

tier-man-

prop-tbracit- e

bl-,t- o

f

ffalrs

rpTT17

Senators Kittrodge, Knox and Morgan were today named as a sub
committee to prepare a bill for the
government or the canal zone.
Pair cf Prosaics.
BLACK FOREST HOTEL
, The rate bill was then taken tip.
TOTALLY COLLAPSED.
argument
Magold, Black Forest, South
and Newlands continued his
na1n support of his proposition for
April 5. The Hotel Zum
tional incorporation of railroad com(Stag Hotel), collapsed to. lay.
panies. When Newlands concluded, while the tuests were at lunch. The
ytone took the floor in support of the bodies of several persons have been
rate bill.
brought out, but many other victims
are Etipposed to be In the ruins.
ANOTHER REVOLUTION
Later Facts Given.
STARTS IN SAN DOMINGO.
Fifty-tw- o
persons lost their lives
Washington. I). C. April 5. More and seventy others were
dangerously
trouble Is reported from San Dom- injured by the collapse or the bote'..
ingo in a cablegram received at the
Navy Department today, from Com- MOUNT VESUVIUS IS
mander Sutherland of the Yankee, at
BECOMING VERY DANGEROUS.
Santo Domingo. He says: "A revoNaples, April 5. The eruption of
lution has broken out at Samana. Mount Vesuvius is assuming alarming
InThe Dubuque Is thfre. Amerlrnn
proportions. Five streams of lara are
terests are not Involved." '
descending the mountain, threatening
everything below. The Inhabitants of
NEW IMMIGRATION BILL
the small villages near the crater are
OFFERED THIS WEFK.
while processions of vilWashington, D. C, April 5. The escaping,
lagers, carrying images' of the saints
immigration
liouse
committee will be and madonnas, and praying for the
prepared to report an Immigration cessation
eruption, are passing
bill in a few days, providing f"r im- through ofthethe neighboring
towns.
portant changes in the laws. A sub- Smoke and ashes have been carried
committee Is now considering the doz- so far that all Naples Is sprinkled
en or more bills before the committee, with the cinders.
and from this number a general bill
will be framed. Chairman Howell RINGLING BROTHERS
hopes to have
bill on the house
OPEN CIRCUS TONIGHT.
calendar this week. So far tis the
Chicago, April 5. Kingling Iiros.'
committee ha3 pone the bill reported circus opens the circus season In this
will be essentially different from the city tonight, and will give their firfft
recommendations of the immigration performance at the Coliseum, where
bureau. The majority of the members the preparations nave been going on
f the committee are in favor of a ever since March 29.
According t3
tiead tax of $3.00. This will, un- the announcement of the management
doubtedly, be one of the provisions the show will be bigger and more Inof the bill. Another provision will teresting than ever before. The menprobably require that Immigrants agerie 'has been greatly augmented
shall hive a certain amount of pocket since last year, and includes several
mrney with them, when they arrive rare and valuable additions. The ciriiere. Tho amount now favored is cus has a herd of 40 elephants, which
tail for the heads of families. The Is said to be one-hal- f
of all the eleohjict of this provision is to keep phants In the United States. There
class, and are 650 horses with the show this
out tile poverty-stricke- n
also to prevent violations of the con- year, also 300 dancing girls, and a
tract labor laws. There will also be total of 1,200 performers. Among the
provlvhm in the bill for an educa- most thrilling features will be a young
tional tout of tile emigrants. Repre- German, who will ride down a steep
sent at ive Gardner of .Massachusetts Incline on a bicycle and after turning
is making a strong effort to have the a complete somersault in the air, land
liill so framed as largely to restrict on his wheel on a platform 50 feet
the volume of immigration, but distant. A French woman win do a
other members of the committee are, similar trick seated in an automobile.
in favor of regulations insuring phys-icalmental and moral soundness, re- CELEBRATE TODAY THE
CLOSE OF CIVIL WAR.
gardless of the cumber of people
Utica, N. Y.. April 5. The Oneida
County Veterans' association will cel
CORONER'S JURY TO INQUIRE
ebrate the anniversary of the close of
INTO CAUSE OF DEATH. the civil war, which ended with lice's
New York, April 5. The coroner's surrender
Grant on April 9, Si.",
Investigation into tho tragic death of by a banquet In Tiacon hall tonight.
Paul Nocqu't, the young balloonist, The principal speaker of the evening
in a Ixmg Island marsh will be Gen. N. M. Curtis, now of
who peri.-be- d
Tuesday night, after ht had safely New York, but formerly of Ogdens-burg- .
landed from a perilous ascension, will
General Curtis is often referred
be made t morrow. To determine the to as the hero of Fort Fisher.
He
exact cause of death, an au'opsy will was commander of the union f tcos
bo held. It is believed that Nocquet which took Fort Fisher, and Is at
'lied from heart failure, fotrowing present national Inspector of soldiers'
complete physical exhaustion
and homes. The entertainment committee
the menial anguish he must have felt iu H, ussociu'ion has made special
when he believed he was being car- - efforts to make the anniversady banried out to sea.
quet a memorial affair.
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Orleans chamber of commerce.
In
his address Mr. James W. Porch of
the executive committee called ntten- jon o1n (o thp fa(., (lul
nu, j'auama canal would cause an
enormous Increase in tho commercial
activity of the south and that, by ra- tbnal and concerte-- ;;r'ion th Mi :sis- zim: vallev would 1.. able to secure
.is just share of t.ie business whlcn
would come to tbis rouiitry alteer
'he canal would be I'.tiNhed. He emphasized that now i ti e
iT
h a movement st
f
starting
ail, ,,,,1
iclul organi.a- - se
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Money Market.
April 5. Money on call.
higher; highes', lie,.; lowest,
;.
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Deposed.

to be Shed.

WOMEN ANDCHILDREN 5AYED

i

RICH SCHIFFER GOES FREE

Universal Postal Congress Is Depositors of Alamosa Bank
Now in Session
Cannot Prove He Was
a Director.
at Rome.
Oreytown, April

6.

The

colonial

field force, which Is concentrated

Chicago,

111., April 5
The physical
of Mrs. John
Alexander
Dowle today followed rumors that tho
party In favor of the "First Apostle"
had grown so strong that a serious
conflict Letween the
factions In
Zlon City might follow the return of
her husland.
The friends of Mr.
Dowle say she expressed the belief
that bloodshed might result. Earlytoday she fell Into a swoon while in
her home, and it was feared for a
time that she had suffered paralysis.

at collapse

Ijinipanza, twelve miles northwest of
Grey town, for operations against the
insurgent 'chief, Hambaata, deposed as
regent of the Greytown district, has
been compelled to abandon the laager
after heavy fighting, and has retired
to Greytown.
The portion of the force sent to
rescue the women and children In
Isolated places, succeeded ln doing so,
hut while returning was attacked by
the rebellious natives. A running fight
was kept up for six miles. Three of
the colonial police were killed nnd
several others were wounded. The
police report the rebels strong ln
number, but an attack on the town
is not considered likely, the Zulus
preferring to fight in the rugged
country outside. The British field
force numbers but a few hundred, but
will be strongly reinforced during the
next twenty-fou- r
hours.
POSTAL
AT ROME.

5.

to

DEPOSITORS

IN ALAMOSA
BANK CANT RECOVER.
Pueblo, Colo., April 5. Judge Rlner.

the United States district court.
today handed down his decision In
the Schlffer bankruptcy case, in
which he decided that the evidence
was Insufficient to show that Her
man Schlffer of New York, was a
d. rector of the Alamosa bank.
This
releases Schlffer from a liability of
about $200,000, which, as director, he
had been sued for by depositors. The
proceedings grew out of the failure
of the Bank of Alamosa, which was
owned by Isaac and Abraham Schlf
fer. The case today was to determine whether Herman Schlffer, said to
be a wealthy man, was actually a.
member of the banking firm, lb.
failure was most sensational, and
created much bitterness against the
Schirrers. Out of deposits aggregating more than $200,000, less fflan
$2,500 was found by the receiver.
of

Chicago Live Stock.
Chicago,
April 6. Cattle re
ceipts, 7,000; market slow and dull;
beeves, $4.006.25; cows and heifers.
$l.fi5fi;5.20;
Btockers
and feeders,
$2.B04.80; Texans, $3.5004.60.
sneep receipts, 16.000; market, 10c
lower: sheep, $3.65 6.25; t lambs,
$4.40(3 CPS.'

MADAME

.

GROSS HAi

LEFT THE CITY

t

f

OBJECTORS
Washington, D. C, April 5. Navy
department officials who have to do
with the personnel of the service are
much surprised to learn that any fault
Is found with the authorities over the
Issue of orders which transfers Chap
lain V. H. I. Iteaney, of the Roman
Catholic church, from duty at the
Ilrooklyn navv yard to the yard at
Portsmouth, N. 11., where that officer
will be attached to the prison ship
Southery. The assignment was regarded as a compliment to the chai-laland no one here dreamea for a
moment that It could be construed in
anv other way. Any movement in be
half of the chaplain on the part of his
friends In New York will be regarded
here ns misguided and certainly without the authority, much less at ttie
Instance of Chaplain Heaney. He was
described by the c.lllcers In the bureau
of navigation as one of the best and
most useful of the naval chaplains,
and on this account was selected for
duty with the prison ship, where he
will get sea duty pay, and the work
requires patience, discretion and in
dustry. Not evtry chaplain will do
for such a responsible billet, and the
fact that objection is made on the
part of some i:f the chaplains ad
mlrcrs appears to the naval authorities here as altogether unpreeented.
It is not likelv that, the orders to the
chaplain will be changed, under the
circumstances.
lie was not selected
by way of ptinNhnH nt of any sort or
as a result of political operations of
to get
It was his turn
anv kind.
other duty, anil his ability ami re'MUd
entitled him t.j the compliment of
?e'ting some dutv which is difficult
in proportion to hiss titiie.-- s to till the

AND

HER HUSBAND, J. W. MASTERS, THINKS THAT SHE HAS
ALSO LEFT HIM.

On the limited passenger train,
Monday morning, going west,
Mrs.
J. W. Masters, better known as Madame Gross, took passage, and Is probably now. if nil reports are true, ln
Los Angeles as the guest of her slater, a Miss Jones, who is a milliner
of that city.

Since Madame (Jrcss' departure, rumors have been put in circulation to
tae effict that she and her husband
could not agree, and that she concluded to leave.
A representative of The
Evening
Citizen called on Mr. Masters, and
that gentleman, to questions, stated:
"Yts, Mrs. Masters has left the
city, and I am under the opinion sue
has left. 1110 also. While she Is a
most excellent woman, she was very
set In her ways and Ideas, and ln any
manner could not be persuaded con
trary to her wishes. S:me time ago,
before our marriage, which occurred
only a month ago, 1 stood good for ft
grocery bill, and when I was seed for
the amount, although she told me
not to pay the bill, I thought it best
to avoid any further trouble to pay
It out of my own remittance from my
home In Missouri. When told that I
had paid the account, shft became excitable, and nervous, and said She
would
leave. All persuasion could
not make her believe that such an obligation should have been paid, and,
instead of hoconrr.g reconciled, she
packed up her trunks and valises, and
w ithout any further ceremcny left the
ci'y. She had goods on hand for sevfrom Albuquerque ladles,
eral tlres-e- s
an, tlitae xhe returned, but she left
without paying lit r bills, although she
took along with her $l'i7 which we
had laid aside to pay our monthly obligations."
About November 20. 1905, Madame
Cross arrived in the city from Santa
bill.
Ke, and soon thereafter opened dressmaking parlors In the new Armiju
OF
LOST A PACKAGE
building. ' ver the PhiK'nix dry goods
$9,000 IN CURRENCY
store, and being stunning herself, ami
pack
A
April
a
Ashtabula. Ohl '.
stylish in gowns, soon enjoyed a good
a;ru containing $11,0110 in curreney, but
business.
the very start, Mr.
sip,
was
owners
b.aring 110 marks of
Masters, who was then tmployed
t
found on a Lake Shore pHssengcr the McHrian Furniture
comnanv. nald
It
Wain totlav l.v Conductor Miles.
respects and on March 3. a little
was lun r learnt d taut the money' had.hi-,no two wt're Jln- .hilly left, on the train ,)V,T111 a
been absent
01
oonus
tut
iioij weuitKK, uniy
'u
hail
who
drawn
by William C. Inniati,
not by tho Interto be put
the money from a bank to pay work- ference of asunder,
a third party, but. as Mr.
men, but who foi'g t il when he left
Masters believes, by her objtctions to
the train at l.eoli. The money was him
paying a grocery bill which he
train.
seal back by a
ha. I obligated himself tu pay.
.Mauaiiu; t.ross is a name or Wales,
STOCKHOLDERS OF "KATY"
s married years ago before sue
RAILROAD IN SESSION. ""'I
l'ars ins, Kan., April 5. Tae stock-- "it t Mi'. Masters. Her first husband
Kansas & j It dead. Sli hail traveled a great
holders oj the
li Uis three years in the City of
!
xa., railroad in their annual meet-- ,
Mexico, an, in all the principal
l
In r,- - t 'dav de: laietl a
"f he w si . especially of Colorado,
nd of i:
ctiit on the pre-- ,
At t ne M '' Matters ta n:,., here about a year
f. rt'eil ht i'l;, patahle Mav
and a hair ai!-and for a lew motitaa
llleetitlt! of ill a ftors which
at the V. V. Ku:r, l!i Furnicm: re
hel e the oh'.v change iu the a, it ch-rof ture company, then at Mclb bin's, nnd
uir.el of them was the
Whitehead,
lai v, in place la.tt ;;o..l!i o; lie up in business for
llalline. All retiring directors hiniM 1;. on W, st Guld avenue. Ho
it.!
staiel this namiing that he is enjoys.
four j
ing a goo,! ira ie and will meet all his
.!!. iM' ioi.s, lil.t wl.t - those 1. ft unpaid
at. Lcuis Wool Market.
y b:.- wile. I'u or ataut the lV.h ot
Louis, Mo.. April ". Woo! 11. ar-- s
ket, l ii'l) ; unchanged.
la: p: f t nt t'.auit h.
I

s

April '..
lias uln.o
raiiitenvnts for h
to i:ial-.tl.e a.r!. hi eijiiatoi i::
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TROUBLE

Would Cause Blood

Re-ceet- ly

NAVY PEOPLE ARE
BECOMING

t-

i

Rebellious Chief,

five-cen-

the conference to make every effort
to secure favorable legislation and to
in the interest of diverting
as large a percentage as possible to
xo tne gnu pons oi ine i uueu oiaies
The conference will be In session
Tho business sessions
three
will be held in the forenoons, and In
the
the delegates will
rnake lours of Inspection to acquaint
themselves with the New Orleans
taieway and the advantages which
the city offers to Rhlppeis. lugs will
to take the delegates around
i,.
the liurbor and along the waterfront,
while the trips to the various rail- ,
road terminals will be made In
nioMles. On the last evening a ban- will he given at the St. Charles
qu

At

Grey town Threatened by Feared Husband's Return

one-hal-

April 5. The first
New Orleans.
Mississippi Valley and
congress, whi. h opened Its session
here ttday. Is the rt suit of many years
(.f agitation on tho part of the com- mercial interests of the Mississippi
in favor of securing a larger
share of the business which Is carried
on between the centra! portion of the
United States, particularly the Mississippi basin and the various countries of South and Central America.
For a long time the commercial or- gaui'.att ns of New Orleans and other
coast cities on tile pirn nave inane
evtry effort to bring about concerleed
action of tV various organizations,
the comwith a view of increa.-lncounmerce with the
Annual Wrestling Meet.
REPUBLIC OIL COMPANY
tries, but t'l.eir eft irl did not have
New
York. .April ii. The. annual the desired result, owing to a lack of
WILL LEAVE INDIANA.
Indianapolis, lu.l.. April f. Tile lte-- j wrestling championships of the. Metro-- ()ry. unizat inn.
was with the inten- t the Amateur
public ' l company, a New York cor- - poll' an association
o;r, n dying tht sc conditions
uora'i.m. today filed with the serre-- j Athletic union will be held tonight ,ilar t(,e oornhjned commercial organi-ar(irlcatw decided to call
of state a notice of withdrawal and Saturday evening in the g ma, i(ms of
Irom the state of Indiana. Tae paper! nasium of the new building of the t!i ;ethei' a congress of representatives
.,
up.
uis-company
tn at ttie
isoys cltii), lentil street ami Avenue; l)f
,.,m,M,ercial and industrial or- has
ets
bouts will bet Kani.atior.s of the Mississippi valley.
nose of al' its properties and Inter- - A. The preliminary
!
es-o. utilizers of
in Indiana. It was reported sev-- ! v. re.-.-t li d tonight and the finals 'n
It. is the ulnn of th
lsat 'lie company had I urdav evening.
The number of n- this moveiiK lit to K.n-- i a erinaneiit
v i l.s ;ri
Hum-iiea
turned .ier all of its business to the tiies is very large and besides
(;rganlati n untie- the name of the
of obi cleinipioiis there are a Mississippi Valley 1'an Ann rican ns-.Standard "li company.
young
highly
promising
number- of
the move-meti- t
s..cia'iidi. ai'il to
as irants.
JAIL BLOWN OPEN AND
i:ira scale.
on
a
PRISONERS CON
vie.- - n ed in ..!
The territ'-'t'I olepiioiie
April o
pi. U u VnTr- - LAMM0L5LI
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BECAME ILL

The Universal
congress opined here today with
every country belonging to the Uni
versal Postal congress represented
The United States is represented by
Captain N. M. Urooks, superintendent
of foreign malls In the postjflice de
partment, and Edward Rosewater,
proprietor of the Omaha Bee, who
was also one of the delegates to the
congress of 18U7, which wag held in
Washington, p. C.
One of three questions which will
probably come up for consideration,
is the adoption of a universal postage
stamp. Mr. Rosewater Is opposed to
the plan, on the ground that, as the
stamps would be alike, it would be lm
possible to strike a balnnce, for there
would be no way of telling where the
stamps had been purchased,
Another question, which will prob
ably rwe up for action, will be the
proposition to Increase the weight of
the letters. At present tho weight of
stamp
a letter carried by a
ounce. This limit will
Is
probably be Increased by the congress.
Two other matters to be considered
are the parcels post and the perfect
ing of the International money order
system.
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TO AVOID A THREATENE D STOKE

To Secretary of Interior Made a Speech and Was
Listening to the ReFor Confirmation.
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Gambling on High Seas.
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Full Set of Teeth
Gold Crowns
Gold Filling
ALL

$6.00
$1.50 Up

$8

ABSOLUTELY
ANTEED.

GUAR-

Extracting

WORK

...,50c
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I'e-en- s
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bank account. Deposit with the bank
and pay your bills hy check. Your
check book shows just where your
money went and for wTiar purpose.
Your money slips away without
any trace when you do not keep a
record of your receipts and rxpen- dlturts. A checking account records every item, saves time and
trouble. It's a great convenience.
Your checks are returned to you
when y:u have your bank book
balanced. You can have it bal
anced at any time. It should be
balanced at least once a month.
The bank docs your

ALBUQUERQUE,
WOMAN

COMMERCE
NEW

MEXICO

BURNED
DEATH

TO
NEAR ABIQUIN.
Mava Chaves, an old and trusted
servant in the household of Reyes

Gonzales, one of the best known citi
zens of Hio Arriba county, who lives
a short distance from Ablquin, was
burned to death Saturday last at the
Gonzales home. She was doing the
family washing at a spring near the
nouse wlien her skirts caught fire, and
although within the reach of several
tuns containing water, she lost her
presence of mind, became frantic, and
instead cf dashing water over herself,
ran toward the house while her skirts
and clothing were burning.
When
shy reached the 'house, although
the
by
fire was immediately smothered
fice.
persons who came to her assistance,
her injuries proved fatal. She died FOR SALE A good general merchandise and grocery business, with meat
within an hour. Her remains were
at
hurled in the Catholic cemetery
market included, and buildings for
rent.
Inquire, M. Dragoie, "00
Ahiqiiin.
She was about 50 years of
age.
North Broadway.
FOR SALE Black Monorca and Bar
Harsh physics react, weaken the
red Plymouth Rock eggs, for hatclj
bowels, cause chronic constipation.
lug; 7."i cents per netting. , Ed.
Regulels
easily,
operate
Doan's
tone
Albuquerque, N. M.
up the. stomach, cure constipation FoRs7vT;eA flrsl-cinsdouble-ba- r
2f)C
your
druggist for them.
Ask
reled,
shotgun; bran new
never has been used: one of th
MINING MAN'S RUNAWAY
best makes. Call at The Citizen of
FE.
EXPERIENCE IN SANTA
flcp for particulars.
While driving lrom
Espanoia 10
FOR
SALE OR TRADE 2 rooming
A.
F.
Fe Tuesday afternoon,
houses. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South
Walter, a mining man from Colorado,
Broadway.
and his driver,
Samuel Cienfiigos,
wim is employed hy the Charles Clos-so- FO R S A I E O RT RAD E Ar ey o ul
I have some
In mines?
livery company, hail a narrow essaid t0 be good deals. Talk with
cape from being seriously Injured in
me. T. L. McSpadden, 300 S. Broadas
a runaway which occurred just
way
they were Hearing the federal building; in Santa Fe. They were driving
SALE New furniture of fourr.Hun house: sew ing machine, Jew
down hill at quite a rapid rate of
el
g.is
speed, when ihe driver lost control of
stove. Cheap, if sold at
' nee.
;.
c. Fuehr, 4ort South
the horse. In some way the animals
h street.
"ite Kingled in the harness, stopping
Mm rig s
suddenly that both men Ft i liS A U; Cheap, two corner lots In
L'.i-- t.
were thrown out. Walter, who .says
:n addition, or will trade for
her-i- he iia.l cxpictcd just what 'happened,
and wagon; part on monthly
tell in such a manner that he was nor
P 'iv im Ms.
Apply to A. J. Robertson.
seriously injured. The driver, on the
Somh Edith.
"ilii i hand, alighted In inch n da.n TOK - LIvYY-fcheap, o .v in r'Tiiust
;er.nis position that he was unconsi li. e.piitv In a modern eight-rooscious tor some time after he fell. The
Ii in
and 1"Oxl42 foot lot, close in
linn wile taken to the Palace hotel
a r.i 'adway.
Four rooms rented
where ilicv soon recovered from the
tat -' per month. Tills is a snap.
The ri
efleiis of me experience.
Alb. s. Owner, Citizen office.
was n t damaged.
Ft) It SALE Here is a bargain. Six
ai ;'. lunch in the Rio Grande
A healthy man is a king in his own
h y;
water; only four
of
right ;au unheal; hv man Is an un- tn;!i
happy slave. Burdock Blood Bitters
north of the city; all culti-v ;r
1
place to raise
A Nbuilds up sound
health keeps you
(hi. 'tis and grow their feed. N.
well.
Pea, h & Co., 212 West Gold ave
Try a Citizen want ad.
lllle.
,

u

-

cities, all throw their
arms
Fines; Insi-.- cior XI. L. Erlckabout i be scoundrels and hide the
n will h ave on that dale to assume
cancer from the public ken.
duties elsewhere, he having been
prom. ned lrom forest assistant
Like Rats Caught in Trap.
in forest inspector. Supi rvisor lxneipp
When the police came bringing In since he has been stationed at Santa
fifteen Chinuineii taken in one raid, i'e, lias In come well known to the
they felt very proud, as well they pciiiih. in t.iat
ion and has made
might, for they hail played a trick up- many triemln iv his court eons and at'
on the heathen Chinese as euniuii'i us abb- he ha
as well as by nis at ptiCTi'w in nmnaMini imiinriam im
any Chinee could invent himself.
lie
II' ii II to ii ii l; and cMicii ncv in
i( e.
of going in and chasing the Chi- M
and CURS the LUNGS
namen tinthe labyrint lis heir
nimble feet look them, the poiiee CARLOAD OF TREES
F"R OTERO COUNTY.
went ail aiound.the building ami had
wiTH0r
A car and a hi;g o"e at that eatni-ievery hole opening out well guarded
entirely filled with nursery s'ock
and when the pigtails came lushing
The
tint of what they supposed to be un- for people around Alauiogordo.
discovered exits they found a force oiiMgniueiit was from Ihe Star nur-n-iat Ottawa. Kan.
This is only
awaiting tin in with welcoming arms
Price
ONSUWPTION
and eager hospitality. The .lohnies a iuiall portion of be itees thai have FOB
?0c i$t.C0
0UP.HS and
anIt
cum
carefully
were
to
is
up
it,
oi
coiiie.
bill
about
felt quite cut
Trial.
Krc
OLDS
1' i, lie,
that there are soinelbing
compelled lo admit that the police for
r
strategy.
Llur.-Htrill
tii.iiou
sel
i.v.
be
or
truit
trees
set
superior
tor
lo
shown
once bad
Arm i..ni. kcut Uure
wags find that out I. us spring in this vieiniiy,
THItOAl" ami LVJNO XROUU- When the almond-eye- d
mostly of plum, peaches, apcrMOHEI J5ACK.
the officers of the law are as quick
us they are tin niselvcs, they will ples and pears.
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BUSINESS EXCHANGE.
I bave'some' ranches
TO FXCIIANGE
to tra19 for city property.
T. L.

South Broadway.
McSI'A iDEN The exchange
man.
Km l.ini for business
exchanges.
H.nith Broadway.
T" I'X'iilANGE I "have" prupprtyo
I:
Missouri, Kansas
Iowa,
and Arizona to trade for
property.
Tall; with
T. L. .McSpadden, 3uu South
McSpn,,Pni

1!'

w

a

;t00

v.

GASTRONOMICAL TREAT WILL
BE SERVED DAILY AT THE WHITE
ELEPHANT
MERCHANTS' LUNCH
FROM 11 TO 2:30.
A

-

4- - 4--

$100,000

r

4
Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits

4

IIorseB

West

,

book-keepin-

OF

311

d

you pockets will start a

THE' BANK

FOR RENT,
RENT Good barn,

Silver avenue.
FOR RENT Furnished or unfumish
ed rooms in new house. 613 East
Coal avenue.
FOR RENT One very pleasant
front room. Apply 517 South
Broadway.
FOll RENT Furnisnec; rooms, for
gentlemen only; no invalids. Apply at 209 Hazeldine avenue.
FOR RENT Brick house, with bath,
at 207 North Fifth street. Maynard
Gunsul.
FOR SALE.
FOR SALEaod' saddle? 1217 South
Broadway.
FOR SALE Windmill, second-hand- ;
cheap. Address 1005 South Arno
street.
FOR SALE All lots in Corouada
Place. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South
Broadway.
3 ELL, KENT UK TRADE
i.ist your
property with T. L. McSpadden, 300
South Broadway.
FOR SAIJi Furniture of six rooms;
also, modern house for rent, inquire over Farr's meat market.
FOR SALE A drug store In good lit
tie town; a snap. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South Broadway.
FOR SALE OR TRADE a good business for city property. T. L. McSpadden. 300 South Broadway.
FOR SALE Small stock merchandise
at a bargain. T. L. McSpadden, 300
South Broadway.
t'OH aAJ.,10 A uanusome nardmau
piano, In fine condition and almost
new, at a bargain.
For particulars, call at this office.
FOR SALE Two sets of shelving,
ninety feet long; two sixteen-foo- t
counters; one thirty-foo- t
counter.
Call at, F. F. Trotter's.
FOR SALE $25,000 rancn at a ba
will take small property In
exchange. Write, wire, phone or
talk with F. L. McSpadden, 303
South Broadway.
FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE For
effy or ranch property, a new furnished rooming house. Best location
In the city. Address F. J., this of-

The loose change in

Kiu-ipp-

e.--

FOR

COPP.
N. T. ARMIJO BUILDING
B. F.

ROOM

Capital and Surplus

tt44444,44''!'''?4'4"4'4
With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.

WANTED Men in eacn state to
travel, post signs, advertise and
HOW WILL YOU VOTE?
leave samples of our goods. Salary
$75.00 per month. $3.00 per day for
expenses. Kuhlman Co., Dept. S.,
Here's the Ticket.
Atlas block, Chicago.
A salesman
WANTED
an! book- I
.
FOR A HOMb
keeper; must speak Spanish; goo
wages guaranteed to tho right man;
best of references required. Appl
In writing, t A. Kempenlch, Per
No. 310, South Edith, 6 rooms, mod
ern, new. Lot 50x142 ; sewer, trees,
alta, N. M.
WANTED
Good men, uny number etc $2,700. Easy terms, if you can't
for rock work; southern Arizona; pay cash.
wages, 30c an hour; work guaranPORTERFIELD & CO.
teed for three years. Inquire Abra110 West Gold Avenue.
ham's Employment office, 315 Soutl
First street.
work and conveyancing.
Notarial

-

4 4

4- -

ALEUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, a3 low us $10.00 and as high
as $200.oii.
Loans are quickly Made
One
Time:
and strictly private.
month to one year given. Goods remain in your possession. Our rates
are reasonable. Call and tee us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
3l West Railroad Aie.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Ooen Evenings.

Wages paid while
learning the barber trade; situaspecial
rate.
tions guaranteed;
Moler System College, Los Angeles,

4

4- -

Reach Them

On

MEN WANTED

SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST

Painless

4

Make your wants
known througn
these columns.

15c.

5, 1906.

Montezuma Trust Co

Money to Loan
Furniture, Pianos, Organs,

Cal.

Colonial Cameo and Hoops.
New York, April 5. Certainly, If
ever a man was badly deceived It was The ladies of the colonial families
Millionaire Kiley, of lirooklyn. His are in n great twitter for they are
wife gave every indication that she expected to attend in their best gowns
was going to die, and relying conf- and furbelows the colonial ball that
idently upon the out givings of her will be given in April in the fine old
hotel the Astor house,
physical condition, Mr, Kiley went off Colonial
and married an:ther woman. But he which the progenitor of the Astors
no sooner secured a second wife, be- built of dark gray granite. The Old
ing married to her with all the forma Astor house which came down to us
of law and with due ceremony, than from a past generation, is colonial to
the core. It stands, opposite to St.
that first wife starts in to recover,
and lo, when Mr. Kiley returns to Paul's church, a colonial of the colBrooklyn, in time as he expected, to onials where Washington worshipped,
liury her, as he suppposed, he Is con- whose graveyard holds colonial dead
fronted with the disagreeable fact that and which is still hearty and vigorous
she is alive and well, and quite as in a church life that gathers in every
hearty as his latest wife. Clearly, Sunday goodly congregations. The
Mrs. Kiley. the first, was entirely in ladies are In trouble as to how they
the wrong in not departing as she will get to the Astor house. The colMr. onial period was a period of widely
Kave every Indication of doing.
Kiley didn't do much about it, only clrcumfercnted crinoline, and how to
kept it a secret, and telling his first manage those hoops Is what puts the
wife all about it, gave her a hand- ladles In a fever of apprehension. The
some bouse to live in. and straightway ladies of the present day were not
ensconced his second wife in a resi- brought up on hopes, henco they have
to be very ignorant of the way to
dence equally as good only a
distance away. He didn't divide him- manage them even in ordinary walkself, however, but took up his quart- ing. But they have to be taken to
ers with his second wife on the the Astor hoii.te in vehicles, and New
ground that she was a playmate of York vehicles were not brought up on
his boyhood,
for which reason, of hoops either. It has been suggested
course, he knew her better than he that they be transported on omnidid his first wife. Overcome by the buses, and designs are drawn by elevpublicity the affair acquired by the en artists to show practicable ways of
unexpected action of the newspapers, sitting side beside wilhone side of the
the millionaire has retired to some se- hoop elevated and resting against tne
cluded nook. Mr. Kiley's reflections next lady's shoulder. At any rate it
upon the afTalr coincide with those of will probably be the most unique afa Norfolk undertaker, who being so- fair ever given in the city. Let all
licited to take an advertisement in a pray that the ladies may solve the
periodical, said business was bad "1 e problem in time for the entertainment.
fact is," he said, "people are not'dying "It Is considered that If all other ways
as they should." "Why," said the fail the hoops can be brought to the
solicitor, "that is very strange. I was Astor house and placed In a special
told down the si reet that people died room, and that when the ladies arrive
this year that never were known to they can he fitted to them.
have died before." The undertaker
was nonplussed, but after stroking his
Immense New Steamers.
lieard a while, said, "Way, thai is so.
The new steamers to come to this
I will take that advertisement."
port as soon as they are completed,
have big showings in figures. Of the
Imprisonment Was Too Good.
I.usitania. which is built on the Clyde,
most
That
animal It is said t.iut her funnels are so large
detestable
Sorlggs, the negro enslaver of white that two locomotives could pass each
women right under the noses of the other in them, something that two
IKilicemen, got short shrift in court. locomotives sometimes cannot do on
The Jury took only a few minutes to land, and that she will bring passenreach u verdict, and he was sent to gers over at a speed of li'J statute
prlHon in a whirl, where tbey will miles an hour, and make a passage in
have to erect an annex out of reach of close to four days. She is of forty
the other convicts, in order that they thousand tons displacement, and the
may entertain a slight feeling of s. it Clyde will have to stretch her banks
V?mt a terrible crime his to acconimodat e her, but our lordly
respect,
was ensnaring pure women into vile Hudson is amply aide to take care of
dens, where once confined they wire her.
doomed to stay as suie'y as slaves in
OLD TIM KH.
a slave pen in darkest Africa. The
windows were barred ami locked and L. F. KNEIPP PROMOTED
TO FOREST SUPERVISOR.
the women were under ihe strict est
guard and had to go through the TorLeon F.
wim for sometime
rid life to which he condemned them, has been acting supervisor of the
with not a chance to appeal to any
forest reserve, has been promoted
human being, and (be g.ivernmeui t.i In. stipei visor and will be placed
right near, and yei for purpose of re- in charge of the .lime, forest reserve
lease or lesciie us far away as i be on Mjy
in
a.l '.i;: n .t the da'ies
north' pule. T'.ieir st ny has m:ii!e the which he i n.v.s perlm UiMig in charge
blood of citizens boil, but the women's of t he I'een.s
t
II
I
Si rve.
Mr.
lives are wrecked. One m st of these Kneipp ,ias been
Inii e
si
tur
vipers has been discovered, its walls some veais ami win; in Santa l"i
torn apart, its secrets revealed to the from l'lesiiet. All.., where he iial
public.
How many more such places lieeti a raiigi r am! given satisfac Moll.
are here? l'robal.ly dozens. The city He has been at Die capital
about a
must set about destroying them, also year and a half in charge of the lv
citizens will not sleep of nights. Hut
li.lc.M reserve.
On and after May
1n this case, as in many others, the 1. Supervisor Kueipp will
have the enmysteries that hover about large tire lKanat'elllei't of the two
reserves
i
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teed for three years. Inquire Abraham's Kmployment office, 313 South
street.

PHARMACY

FROM GREAT

.

word, each In.
eertlon.

ceit

WANTKD
Situation at olllce work.
Kxperienced bookkeeper.
Address
G. 11. S., Citizen office.
ny "number,
WANT i:U Good men,
for rock work: southern Arizona;
wages, 3'ic an hour; work guaran-

HIGHLAND

; ,1

One

WANTED.
to date
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Sick Room Requisite

are reported the officers make haste
to deny It. Their policy is different v..
To
founil In any u
from that ef the gambling resorts mi ;
... mt in-n nnt
emt- - O; d
... ,
......
l
W'e r.ii
....' nm :vt i.t
nt;t
store.
tor far and wide the news Unit some- - V tioas
accurately.
f(""
h
t'.ielr
Into
coffers
body
X
is walked
li ..!.
delive
i.
a large sum. They believe In
vertlsing, and they bring crowds "fA
persons to their gambling table by;.-- .
telling as many of thc( public an they
can reacti mat tney nave iosi ijisij
to some lucky gambler.

you'll find
you've been
for.

A

Fugacious and Retiring.
What a fearful weight of responOUR TIUfHOMI
sibility attends the nurture and care
Colorado l of the late comer, John t). Rockefeller,
Automatic IB3
third. The newspapers are calling
htm the richest baby In the worm;
the billionaire, baby, thry call him.
NEWS
The Newport boy. Drown, who has
some ten millions or so, bentnd or in
front of him, will now have to take
a back seat, for he is only In the million class while the Rockefeller boy
Is in the billion class, alone nnd
The Brown boy is
surrounded by underlings, his every
possible need being met by a servant
specially adapted to filling that immediate need. How will they get any
Kiley
Millionaire
How
more around Rockefeller's heir? It
is to be hoped that by the time he
gets to be a boy and understands matMarried Too Soon.
ters, his fugasious and agile and re
tiring grandfather will have come out
Black Fiend.
from obscurity and be able to look
after him at least a little. The process servers ought to agree upon an
immune period during which the
AGILE OLD JOHN AND BABY grandfather should be allowed to come
over nnd see the boy and play with
him, golf or any other game. The
time could be accurately set either by
Get
Not
Can
Colonial Dames
time lock or other device, nnd Rockefeller be allowed so much time to get
to Colonial Ball in Old
back to his retreat. There should be
something merciful in a process serv
Style Hoops.
er as well as men of other professions.
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done
not like the natuinu: that
hoard to come to the ears of the pub
w
such
hen
lie, and accordingly
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BANK INSTITUTIONS

this

tip stock
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THURSDAY,

Albuquerque Evening Citizen

I

Is a new drug
is Incomplete,
lust eoiue In and see. Wo have
the 'stock to furnish you any

Because

More,

MTIZEX.

PROFESSIONAL

Extends to Depositors every proper Accommodation, and Solicits New
Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
LUNA, President; W. S. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier; W.
J. JOHNSON, Asst. Cashier; Win. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldrldge, Solomon Luna, A. M. Blackwell, George Arnot, O. E. Cromwell.

SOLOMON

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA

&

FIRST NATIONAL

CARDS

SANTA FE

RY.

BANK

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

DENTISTS.
Officers and Directors.
JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS
M. W. FLOURNOY
FRANK McKKB
R. A. FROST
H. P. RAYNOLDS

J. E. KRAFT,
Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 15 and 16, Grant block, over
the GoldeD Rule Dry Goods company.
Both 'phones. Appointments made by
mall.
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
No. 80S Railroad avenue.
Office
hours, 8:30 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
p. m. to 5 p. m. Telephone 462. Ap
polntments made by mall.
DR.

President

vice President

Cashier
Assistant Cashier
Director

U. 8. DEPOSITORY.

'JxS(i!

Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits

PHYSICIANS.

Depository for Atchison, Topeka

DR. R. L. HUST,
Office,
N. T. Armljo Bldg.
Tuberculosis treated with
Electrical Current and Germicide. Treatments given each day
from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained nurse
In attendance.
Both 'phones.

&

$500,0000

mmr

$250,000.40

Santa Fe Railway Company

6--

High-Frequen- cy

The State national Bank

DK. W. G. SHADRACH,

limited to Eye, Ear, Nose
and Throat.
Occullst and Aurlst for Santa Fe coas.
lines. Office, 31314
West Railroad
avenue.
Hour: 9 to 12 a. m. and 1.30 to 5
p. n
NURSE.
Practice

o! Albuquerque, Mew Mexico
Capital Paid In
Surplus and Profits

Mr. M. R. Wharram,

building. Auto
phone,
Colo., 165 B. Hours, 9
to 12 and 7 to 10. Massage, hydro-therep-y
and other Battle Creek methRoom

Barnett

31,
C13;

O.

ods.

UNDERTAKER.
Auto, 'phone 316.
Colo. Red 115.
A. BORDERS,
City Undertaker.
Commercial Club Building. Black
nnd white hearse, $5.

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
N. MARRON, President; Wm. FARR, Vice President; 3.
HERNDON, Cashier; Roy McDONALD, Assistant Cashjer;
E. A. MIERA, I. A. DYE, J. A. WEINMAN, F. H. STRONG,
JAY A. HUBBS and D. H. CARNS.

OOXZ0OOC3XXZXXZ3 OO CKC5XXC23CCCC
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"OLD RKLIABLE"

.

32

N. W., Washington,

P street

E. W. Dobson.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW-

.

Office Crcm

RUTNEY

Flour, Grain and Provisions
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
In the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILI DAD AVENUE

ALBUQUERUE, N.

00$ DCCOtOC

well block, Albuquerque, N. M.

IN PLUMBING

LAND MATTERS.
H. W. 8. Otero,
United States Court Commissioner,
703 West Silver avenue. Will attend
to matters before the land offica
BEAUTY CULTURE.

V AgjaaSal
lUaliiHSlVv
.: : - zp- - fn h
!i
'

;

aaiCjaaW
i

i

i

;

MRS. M. HELENA LEONARD,
Graduate of Parisian Institute.
Late of New York city. The lates
scientific appliance and up to date

methods fo- - trenting the hair, face
end scalp. Complexion steaming anjl
bleaching; manicuring and shampoo
water
lng.
automatic
Electrolytic
massage, Cl 3 West Gold avenue.
Aiitn phone 279.
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Thos. K. D. Maddison,
Office with W. B. Chllders, 117
Gobi avenue.

Xatt

1871

WHOLESALE GROCER

D. C.
Pensions,
patents, copyrights, caveats
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
ft. W. D. Bryan.
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWAlbuquer
que, N. M. Office, First National
A
Bank building.

lands,

ESTABLISHKD

L. B.

Bernard S. Rodey.
Albuquerue
N. M. Prompt attention given to all
business pertaining to the profession
Will practice In all courts of the territory and befoie the United State
land office.
Ira M. Bona.
ATTORN

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW-

B.

INTEREST PAID ON SIX MONTHS DEPOSITS AT THE RATE OF
FIVE PER CENT PER ANNUM.

U

LAWYERS.

$100,000 CO
17,000 00

j

0- -

0
M.

q

WE ARE PROUD

To say that our prestige is never questioned. Our reputation for sanitary
und scientific plumbing has been earned only from the execution ct the
highest, grade work in this line, which
unbraces all kinds of sanitary plumbing, gas fitting, steam and hot water
heating. X'e are always fair In our
price. We carry thu Uuui hue oi j,ar
den hose in the city.

Standard Heating & Plumbing
Both 'Phones:
matic, 671.

J.

C.

Co.
Colo., Red 284; Auto-

13ALDRIDGE

NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
BUILDING
Alwsys
PAINT
PAPER
Covers more, looks best, wears
longest, most economical, full ,tock- - FlMter' L!m' C.msat.
measure.
Paint, Glass, Sash Poors, te
FIRST (STREET AND COAL AVE.
ALBUQUERQUE N. M.

SHERMAN-WILLIAM-

ARCHITECTS.
F. W. Spencer aDd V. O. Walling
ford, rooms 46 47, Barnett building
Albuquerque, N. M. Both 'phones.
CIVIL ENGINEER.
J. R. Farwell,
Room 23. N. T. Armljo Building.
ACCOUNTANT.
Books aud
EXPERT ACCOUNTING
ited, statements prepared. Improved
systems installed. Twenty years'
guaranSatisfaction
experience.
teed. George H. Browne, 110 South
Second street. Albuquerque. N. M.
A Lucky Postmistress.
.
is Mrs. Alexander of Can-- M'-- who
has found Dr. King's New Life Pills to
be the best remedy she ever tried for
keeping the stomach, liver and bowels in perfect order. You'll agree with
her if vim try these painless purifiers
that infuse new life. Guaranteed by
all druggists. Priceo 2"iC.
has
L very vehicle on our floor.
two weeks' notice to get out. We
need the room more than we need the
Carriage Co.
Albuqiu-rqumoney.
.

(JVaaNUNa'N!wraTsa varsarvji
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GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wholesale

G-toce-r-

s

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE

AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY

8c

CO., INC.

2
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EVENING CITIZEN.

REPORT OF THE TERRITORIAL
GRAND JURY TO JUDGE ABBOTT

PAGI THRf K,

Iclsm or recommendation.
They are ed for the use of public funds by a
well conducted and the records prop- hank, (he Interest undoubtedly ought
erly and carefully kept. We cannot lo go Into the public treasury, and not
refrain from congratulating ourselves into the treasurer's private pocket.
Having now completed our labors,
and the county upon the changes In
come of tho county offices which were we respectfully nsk to he discharged
made by the action of Governor Otero from further attendance at tho presIn August of last year. The expenses ent term of court.
(Signed)
of the sheriff's office, which for ycirs
WILLIAM KIKKK.

ELKS' THEATRE
SATURDAY,

APRIL

7th

MR W. E. NANKEVILLE
has been the heaviest drain unon
Foreman.
county funds, has been enormously
Announces
Human Blood Marks.
decreased, while the efficiency with
CEASING SUCCESS.
A tale of horror was told by marks THE NEVER
which the business of the office ;s
who is also the city police Judge. Thej trntisarted. Is nil that can be desired.1 of human blood In the homo of J. W.
separat-'
city cases should be entirely
As hereinbefore shown, there has been Williams, a well known merchant of
e.l from the territorial case?, and In n use enormous reduction in the ex- Hac, Ky. He writes: "Twenty years
ago I had severe hemorrhages of the
this wi believe the Justice himself pense of tar office of
lungs, and was near death when I
agrees with us, from what he stated c.f Kv.ools, and this hassuperintendent
been accom-- I
when he was before us.
nnied by a, maiked Improvement In began taking Or. King's New Discovery.
County School Supervisors.
ihe character and
of the have It completely cured me and I
supervis- schcols.
remained well ever since." It
requires
that
the
law
The
course,
Of
no such differtnese persons in the jail, it seems that ors of roads shall make annn.il reence can be expected In the condltl n cures hemorrhages, chronic coughs,
the county can well afford, and as a
lo the county commisr,:oners, of the treasurer's office, tho business settled colds and bronchitis, and Is
matter of humanity, .rusht to pay for ports
DEALS
must set out n list of nil of which is conducted upon methods the only known cure for weak lungs.
their admission to the asylum and which reports
to prescribe! several years ago by the Lvery bottle guaranteed hv nil drug
In their district subject
their being cared for at that place. W".1 Pitscrs
r:-;tax, the names of all persons who traveling auditor of the territory, who gists. 00c and $1. Trial bottle free.
therefore
strongly
the
recommend
to
IN
COUNTY
work on the roads, ha3 lequlrcd all books and accounts
county commissioners that this be (have performed
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
AN IDOLIZED STORY OF LIFE IN
(the amount of money collected and to he kept as directed by him. Our
done.
THE ARKANSAS HILLS.
whom attention has been onlled
received,
to
paid
whom
out,
from
(Small
Holding
Claim No. 648.1
to the exWe also recommend that at the earit was paid, the number traordinary fact
at the time that Department of the interior. United
tint
liest possible moment the Jail be en and for what
Presented With
actual si rvlce as road over-fc- r the present treasurer took charge mf
States Iind Office, Santa Fe, N. M
Under larged, and that some Improved meth- i f dayspndc.fthe
Fact
Calls Attention
A CAREFULLY CHOSEN COMPANY.
Vc tinAnd
delinquents.
G,
of
list
March
1906.
office the Interest
fun of the
od of sewerage and drains be adoptNotice Is hereby given that the folloexamined all of the reports on county was overdrawn more than
ed.
Superb Scenic Sensations.
cleik.j
ccuntv
Those
In
Reach
the
Tie
office
of
the
clainiTint has filed noH.iHiu.
This must mean that not wing-named
Defective Laws County Cannot
County Clerk's Office.
Marvelous Mechanical Magnitude.
enly two or three of tiem nilly enough money was raised by taxation tice of his intention to make final
The county clerk Is the clerk of be;
:r.i ,i the requirements of the statute, to pay interest, nnd that money must proof in support ot hia claim under
comcourt,
probate
the
clerk of
the
Seats on sale at Matson's Thurs- Have Violated
j
ma- mat as a general thing have been used for such payment Sections 16 ami 17 of tho act of day,
Alleged
April 5.
missioners and the recorder of (teens. lit re be said
(CC
1891
3.
March
Stats.,
834),
and
desire
as
i an evidentwith the law, which oinht to havt been devoted to amended by
Wle find that the system of recording
21,
act
of
willingness
February
the
to comply
other purposes. We are Informed that 1893 (27
...50c, 75c and $1
Prlces . .
Officials.
oT deeds in use Is f,uite satisfactory,
Oaths
Stats.. 470), and that said Children
the defects are not those of In- f.'r a number of years the rounty proof
,...25o
and thoroughly adhered to. so that we and
will
be
S.
U.
made
before
substanwe
the
make
tention. Therefore,
commissioners have levied taxes for Court Commissioner
have neither criticism nor recommen-da'ioAlbuquerque,
as
at
the same recommendation
the payment of Interest In accordance
to make as t; that part of the tially
county No.
April is. inn; .1. J.
Pilar
to these officers which we have al- with figures furnished from thetreas N. M., on April 14, 190R, vu:
In he disiiict court of the
clerk's
labors.
Ml
Vigil, for the Lot 1, Sec. 25. T. 7 N
4.1.1
.
.
Sheridan,
services
of
.m
m
rtgard
territory
t:
with
Justices
tin,,
ready
th
made
in
upon
nrers
office
assurance
and
the
of lilTLailll".
We find, 'however, as to the files and the peace, that-- the- county commisR. 2 E., and In Sec. 30, T. 7 N'J. R. 3
S No. K2. April
2:.. Iflor,, Nesior
Mexico, sitting for the trial of cauM
probate court and sioners send out forms for these re- that the rates fixed would be suffl K.. lot 2, Sees. 25 and 26. T. 7 N., U.
.Montoya, services ..
S2.no indexes of the
naul
money
r.ecde(J
all
to
arising under the
raise
chnt
the
2 li, nnd Tract A in lot 3. in Sec. 35, TUESDAY,
board of county commissioners, there ports with a copy of the section of the
APRIL
No. lfi;i, Mav ft. 19ns, Citir.eu
Court House.
ton. at the March Iraterra,
T. 7 N., U. 2 E., and Tract E. lot 3,
Publishing Co., stationery.... 10.00 is much to lie desired. There nevt r law telling what must be reported,
A. Abbott. Asso-ciat- e
regret
To'the. Honoral.le
to
We
that
?ay
condition
the
Sec. .ir,, T. 7 N., It. 2 E., and Sec. 2,
has Iteen any adequate or proper sysNo. Hi4. May 17. 1 905. Eslavlo
as of the court house Is not
such additional Instructions
Justice of the Supreme Cour
at all sat T. 6 N., R. 2 E.
tem In these departments, and we are and
Vigil, five days' special teachsatis-flesaui
are
necessary.
may
We
seem
building
bfsct.iry.
Is
of said Territory, ana Judge of
an excel
The
names the following witnesses
i."0 Informed that much valuable time Is
ers' Kx
that this will secure a full com- lent "tie, but It has not been eared to He
District Court:
prove his actual continuous adverse
ofHn consumed In searching for pap- pliance
N:. Ui5, .Mav 17, lnr, Nestor
MARVELOUS BOY SINGERS.
required.
Is
what
with
ind Jury of sanl county
It
be.
It
Eliould
for
needs but the possession ot said tract for twenty
ers supposed t be In the office, and
to
Montoya, five days' special
Road Supervisor,
ill term of court, oen leave
most cursory examination to reveal years next preceding the survey of
Is
It
impossible
from
frequently
that
25.00
teacuers' Ex. . .
This subject was brought lr our at- the fact that various repairs are need- the township, viz:
unbuilt this as our tinai repui i
anything in the records, to ascertain
No. IfiC, June 5, l'Mio. Eslavlo
of certain ed, not of an extensive character, nor
tention In consequence
term.
Edward P. Otero,
ha-Albuquerque,
a
paper
particular
ever
whether
fouron
Vigil, four days teachers' Ex. 20.00
complaints made by residents of pre- Involving great cost, but which would N. M.; Sisto Baco yofBaca,
if hmm lltietl In session
ocmay
not.
been
of Albuit
filed
or
While
5,
1905,
Nestor
regard
No.
naa
lt7,
lie",.
to
Harelas,
June
trlth
5.
No.
cinct
have
and
easily make the premises present an querque. N.'M.; Mariano Vigil, of Alteen days,
casion some expense, this condition
In all
pre- entirely
montoya
in
days'
four
witnesses.
teachers'
roads
supervisor
165
of
that
the
We buquerque, N. M.; Placldo Salaznr y
different appearance.
.tarunailon
us
20.00 should be remedied, and we recom- cinct.
Ex
Several ersons appeared lie- note the fa cl that the capacity of the Otero, of Albuquerque, N. M.
ses where the evidence justifie.
mend to the county commissioners
paid vault In use in the office of the clerr
they
that
us
testified
fore
and
doing, we have returned Indict-ot No. His, June h, 1905, ,T. H.
Any person who desires to prothat they take steps to that end. Pro- him money in lieu of work, and exhib1 .50
ments into court, the total number
ORIelly & Co., sundries
against the allowance of said
vision should also be made for addi- ited' certificates from him which cer- of the court, is entirely inadequate to test
Vo ha ve ?1 o No. 169, June 17, 1905,
57.
Nestor
being
proof,
or who knows of any Mibstan-tln- l
indictments
tional file cases In this office in which tified that they had performed labor. the needs of the icfflce. If It could he
"
Is
bi
no
printing,
secretary,
Montoya,
court
the
reason under the laws and regupresented to
could be kept masses of papers like In one case a citizen exhibited such extended so as to include even the
stationery
advertising
vn...
for
a
and
ic
in
and
Denartment
whole of the space on Its nortnein lations of the Interior
riir
found we
92.50 the old tax returns, in some orderly a certificate to the effect that he had side, which Is now a part of the main why such proof should not bp allowed
school directors' election
which no indictments were
manner, so that they could be easily performed five days' labor on the road,
ments to the No. 170. June 22. 1905, K. V.
will
he
given an opportunity nt the
room of the clerk's office, It, would
15.00 accessible when needed.
;ouH for the reason that the accused
Hopkins, postage
when, as he stated, he never had
time and place to
Since the above was written we performed any labor at all, and the not be any too large. If this were
e
warrants
of
nature
these
From
not in custody or under
the
tho witnesses of said
put upon; which we have been able to find, may have learned thai the present com supervisor, unsolicited, gave It to 'him done it would not seriously Inocnven claimant,
to
"and
unjust
seems
to offer evidence in
it
n,d
missioners have during the last year gratuitously, as a favor. It is a mat lence persons having business with rebuttal ofand
m
Do reasonably inferred what the oth
that submitted bv claim
me record ot tne conn
the office, as the entrance could be ant.
.
f a
dialthough
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repeatedly
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knowledge
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of
March,
ever
were
than
personal
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drawn for earlier
,
ter within the
the north room next to the
a man has
evidence is 1wo,. it would serve no good pur- - ected vhe doing of what we recom seme members of the grand jury that through
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rear door of the building. As soon as
crime when no sufficient
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all
details
the
that
and
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men
very
here,
living
a
of
in the money can be found for this work
them
Kegister.
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to make
and
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large number of
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office
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in
who
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the
has
to
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PUBLICATION.
court
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employment in the railroad shops,
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sion! rs that it be done.
a few weeks.
hrought to our them
bitually have paid at the rate of $1
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(Small Holding Claim No. 1600.)
Tax Rates.
lar subjects especially
otut- - winch exceed $25.oil being No. 87 for
Law.
Sunday
The
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$50, No. 88 for $183, No. 97 for $4S
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We have noted the fact that the to- Department of the Interior, United
of
a
heads.
us
number
We
had
before
Under auspices of
have
different
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under
No. lot; for $210, No. 115 for $78. No.
...i
which they are liable. For us to as
rale last year In this county-waMates Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.,
witnesses, from whom we have at certain how much in.;ney has thus tal tax
ATHLETIC ASS'N.
SCHOOL
HIGH
taking up the more serious matters IS for $29. No. 127 for $50, No. 125 tempted
higher
we
before,
ever
than
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but
29,
1906.
to secure evidence as to vio- been paid, would 'have taken a large
for
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learned that this was due to a numhereby
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is
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that
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success.
law,
without
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lation
the
of
Funds.
25c
time, and would have In ber of special levies that were forced lowing namea claimant nas filed no Matinee Price
$100 each. No. 13fi for $2, and No.
Public School
we have been amount a ofgreat
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151 for $45.
loss upon sev upon the county in part by the legis tice of his intention to make final Evening Concert
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is also another Such informal ion as
of
Wl- have found that In the
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superintendent
has satisfied us that in eral hundred men, whom we would
which
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mi.m i if the school
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law,
but
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and
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any exposition such as we are now money raised for flood protection has by the act of February 21, 1893, (27
legal
Impossible
secure
to
has
been
of
In addition to the amount
making would have the effect of rem- been expended, the greater part of It, Stat.-- .. 470). and that said proof will
Ro as to justify In
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thus illegally withdrawn evidence thereof are
edying the evil. The report of this In such judicious manner that the ex- bo made before the United States
f law down to the time that
liopinion
of
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dictments.
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simerintendent,
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from the general school fund, there is
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that
like
law,
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of
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are
that
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Submitted to the Court Late Yesterday Afternoon, After
Which the Jury Was Formally Discharged.
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Tlhosc.

Trusts
Beef
that tlio recent division

uf Judge
It ennnot be denied
Humphrey Ht Chicago, holding the- meat linkers free
Ironi punishment as individuals nnd allowing only tin?
corporations to tic prosecuted, has caused Immense
to Hie American people. It has been largely
concluded that the law cannot reach the packers who
originated, perpetrated nti.I profited by the. rascality.
It can only reach that bloodless, Inanimate. unfeeling
thing called a corporation. This does not mean personal punishment nnd the chances are that most corporations will look upon it as a nominal assessment for
the privilege of doing business in their own way, regardless of public or private rights or Interests.
does not think
Hut the St. ouis
look
the state of ease is as bad as tho people gent-rallupon It. It confesses, that naturally the decision was unsatisfactory to the government, which has been pushing
the case against the packers. It was still more distasteful to the people. For the case In September tho
believes it has enough evidence to easily defeat
but defeat for them will mean only fines, and
trusts,
the
possibly a dissolution of the combines and their organisation In Borne other shape, In which the monopoly feature will be preserved. The "living, breathing human
beings," whom tho president and Attorney General
Moody have been anxious to land In prison, ran not be
touched.
However, the
contends that "It Is a
respite only, which the packers have been granted. It
is not a pardon. While the heads of the combines can
not be assailed as Individuals, under the evidence which
they themselves, have furnished, additional evidence
has been obtained from other sources, which, It Is believed, Is sufficient to convict them of violation of the
law. It Is the government's intention to use this evidence In new suits. These are to bo brought at the
earliest practicable moment.
line of procedure against the packers has
been adopted by the government, and on this line the
war against them will be pushed. The Immunity which
Messrs. Armour, Swift and their associates have obtained is only Bhort. Moreover, it is not at all certain
that the Humphrey ruling wtil be sanctioned by the
supreme court, to which tribunal the points involved
aay be referred. In any event the republican anti-trulaw will be found to be effective to deal with the cases
Immediately in hand, as It has dealt with many others.
The American people and not Messrs. Swift, Armour
and tht- rest of the trust magnates are to rule this country- The administration at Washington is master of the
-
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Washington, D. C
fi.
A teapot torn
pest has been created
"41
by the employment ol
Miss Istibelle (ngncr. a
7
government clerk, as
social secretary to Mrs
Uooseve't. Although by
reason of her position
the wife of the presi
dent Is overburdened
with social duties, t In
post of social secretary
has never been ollicl
allv recognized.
IiuriiiL' the McKinley
administration the Illness of Mrs. McKinley
r.,0,1,. It unnecessary to
assign a clerk to these
duties, but under forMISS ISABELLE HAGNER.
mer administrations,
member of the clerical force was selected to assist the
wife of the president In taking care of her correspondence and performing other tasks connected with the entertaining a president's wife Is bound to do.
Miss Hagner's name appears on the official register
among the $1,400 dorks. It Is understood that this salary Is supplemented by President Roosevelt from his own
pocket.
Miss Ilagner spends part of her time in the business
office occupied by Secretaries Loeb, Barnes, Foster and
the rest of the force.
There is little excuse for the sensational effort recently made to make it appear that there Is something
Irregular about the employment of a clerk to fill this
position.
Miss Magner has not always been as tactful as she
ought to be, and she has enemies In plenty In the social
and political world In Washington.
April

A

11

Miss Kate Halladny of Brooklyn is the highest paid
woman In the civil service of New York, receiving $3,00

a year as registrar of the tenement house department.
For four years she was assistant In that office. At a
competitive examination recently she won her present
position with a percentage of 95, a few points ahead of
her nearest competitor, George Hale, a veteran employe
of the office. Miss Halladay Is an A. B. or Bryn Mawr
and a Ph. D. or Yale.
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First Step Toward
A Spelling Eleform
9000

The Citizen yesterday published a bulletin on the
Campbell system of dry farming. The bulletin is interesting and timely; for despite all which has recently
been published concerning the Campbell system, much
ignorance still prevails where Ignorance Is least excusable. For instance. It was published in this city, not
long ago, that several parties are making experiments
in dry farming on the mesa just east of this city; and
one of the experiments was said to be drilling w heat into
unplowed ground, because the Campbell system teaches
the holding of the water in the ground by preventing
evaporation.
Drilling wheat or any other grain In uti plowed ground
may be an experiment In dry farming, but It has nothing jrhatever to do with the Campbell System. In fact,
it is ag contrary to that system as day Is to night. As
the bulletin published yesterday, stated, and as the
Campbell people have declared times without number,
the two fundamental principles of that system are deep
tall plowing to catch and hold the winter and spring
rains, and the prevention of evaporation, from the water
thus stored, by tho destruction of capillarity. Their
method to secure the last Is to stir the soil after every
rain, which not only pulverizes it and thus breaks up
the capillarity, but by packing the dry earth makes of it
a protecting mulch.
In addition to the list of literature given in the bulletin published yesterday. The Citizen considers the
magazine Scientific Farmering, but formerly Dry Farming published by tho Campbell Association at Denver,
to !e absolutely essential.

University Catalogue

T
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All whose mother tongue is English, believe

that,

if

it will become the dominant and International language of the world. For this
destiny It Is fitted by Its use as the medium of the widest
commerce and the most progressive civilization, by its
cosmopolitan vocabulary, and by its grammatical simplicity. No other existing speech, and none or the proposed artificlnl International languages, has the same
adaptability to such a use. There Is, however, a wideconviction, that' in its progress
spread and
toward this goal our language Is handicapped by one
thing and one only its Intricate and disordered spelling,
which makes it a puzzle to the stranger within our gates
and a tiystery to the stranger beyond the seas. English
developis
and capable of a many-side- d
ment; its spelling Is difficult and cumbersome.
Apart from its relation to the foreigner, our intricate
and disordered spelling also places a direct burden upon
every native user of English. It wastes a large part of
tho time and effort given to the Instruction of our children, keeping them, for example, from one to two years
behind the school children of Germany, and condemning
many of them to alleged "illiteracy" all their days. Moreover, the printing, typewriting, nnd handwriting of tho
useless letters which our spelling prescribes, and upon
which its difficulty chiefly rests, waste every year millions of dollars, ami time and effort worth millions more.
If then, as Is certain, the reasonable and gradual simplification of our spelling will aid the spread of English,
with the attendant advancement of commerce, of democratic Ideals, and of intellectual and political freedom;
will economize the time of our school children and make
their work more efficient; and will aid greatly in the
cheapening of printing, is it not a matter which appeals
to common sense, to patriotism, and to philanthrophy ?
Some of those who would like to see our spelling
made simpler, fear that this will obscure the derivation
or words; but all etymologists deny the statement and
repudiate the argument. Etymology ia history, ami is
now secure In innumerable books.
Some object to any
change, not realizing that change much of It of the
nature of simplificationhas been almost continuous in
Jho. history of English spelling,
it is not unfairly handicapped,

The Citizen is now issuing from the press the 1!5-0- 6
catalogue of the University of New Mexico, with announcements for 19M-07- .
This portly little production,
which is Bulletin 40 of the University series while at
the same time Vol. 15 of the catalogue series, contains
S8 pages, with 14 handsome illustrations, and is a credit
from a mechanical point of view to The Citizen's job de-p- a
rtmeut.
It id also admirable In the way of a catalogue. Con'I
ciseness of expression, combined with fullness of information, constitutes this volume a handbook of knowledge concerning New Mexico's highest educational
and amply supplies all facts and figures which,
the pwp'fe of the territory may desire to popsess.
9
That the attendance has not been larger Is matter 00000000OOCX00XXXXXX000C
for sincere regret, but not for discouragement. All institutions of learning founded by the people and not by
Viiraes
princely gifts f.o.r.
must, like the
human uein- - himself, pass through a period of infancy,
Porclhv
in which it must crawl before it can wHlk. With tV.r increasing influx of settlers and the growing prosperity of
bfXXXH )X)XKKXXXXK0XXXX000000
New Mexico, the Ftato university cannot, under continued
good management, but develop Into sturdy youth with
Every possessor of a house with a porch, whether
bright prospects of long and vigorous manhood. The in city, suburb or country, should realize tho opportunity
foundations are being well laid anil the superstructure he has, with the help of nature, to make It a delicious
will be for all time.
and beam If ul, coed, green, shady retreat iu summer.
To have vigoiotis vines, plenty of rich soil is needed,
Governor Frantz of Oklahoma, Governor llage,Jma'i and it is best to insure this by adding plenty of cow
"f New Mexico ai'd Governor
of Missouri ill be on manure or bone meal to make it rich. Good drainage,
tho program for talks at the banquet 1o be given to the as in any flower guden, is also essential.
Southwestern Commercial Clubs in St. Iiuis, Tuesday
In the woods
any wilq vines may be found. There
evening, April 17th, by the Business Men's League. The aie the Dutchman's pipe, the wild grape, the moon seed
banquet will follow the convention of Southwestern line, the intnipet vine and others. The wild grape U
Clubs and Newspaper Editors, which will bejrin Moc'in especially useful
easily obtained. Its luxuriant
morning, April 1 ith. in the Mercantile Cl' b, conor oi
rapid growth and delightful fragrance make It usefceventh i..i Iocust streets. The e.miinl
ti e Busiful for summer 'totises and similar structures.
The
ness Men's league having the affair in charge have in- trumpet v n . w'th its scarlet orange flowers, is very
vited, besides the three governors named. Governor l.an-lia- eat-ilgr iwn. and not at all sensitive to rough treatof Texas; Governor McDonald, Colorado; Governor ment, it Is toun In many parts of tho country wild.
Klbbey, of Arizona; Governor Much, of Kansas, and GovThe silk line is very fine, with (lark green, luxuriant
ernor Davis of Arkansas, and it Is likely that several of foliage or neat habit. It belongs to the milk weed family
them will be at the banquet also, as the state and terri- of plains and derives its name from the silky contents
torial organizations In St. Louis are making .separate ef- of its seed pods. It Is excellent for the veranda, and
forts to Induce them to attend the gathering.
is used to cover many famous old ruins.
A number or the clematis are well worthy of a place
The Standard Oil triiHt is becoming anxious over on the most beautiful verandas, especially the flowering
the Marshull bill for free alcohol used in the arts and for varieties, such as clematis jacknmnnl, which has purple
domestic purposes. It is now generally conceded that flowers, producing a mass of rich
color when In bloom
his bill is to pass the house, and the Standard is taking
steps to head it off in the senate. They urc also getting
ADtly Described.
ready to "play safety" by getting options on distilleries.
Modern Coniix.sei
Have jmi heard lily latest olie- The passage of the free alcohol bill would be followed act opera?
immediately by the conversion of all the available
g
Nol yet. Comic
plants into alcohol distilleries, and the Standard
Composer X,,. baby grand
Puck,
Inenda io gobble them and control this competition. It
ia learned also that the Standard paid the expenses of a
Walk-Ovebig delegation of "wood alcohol" luanufucurers who have
One ob d main reasons why do wav ol de trans
appeared in Washington to protest.
gressor am haul am because it am t rabbeted so much.
Alii'Tlcan Spectator
Tho crop estimate board of the bureau of statistics
of the Department of Agriculture has issued a statement
Th! Successful Poet.
bhowing the number of farm animals in the United
These verses make no sense," said she;
States on January 1st to have been 101.718,927, having
"I can't tell what they mean."
u aggregate value of $3,675,389,442. At the head or the
'Good! they'll make dollars then," cried he.
list stands horses to the number of 18.718,578.
"In any magazine."

Trail

Over
Yoiar House

11

;

"HUMAN HEARTS."
Strong, stirring, dramatic situations, thrilling climaxes, a love story
or absorbing heart Interest, amusing,
natural and unforced comedy scenes,
allie.l Willi a plot !hat can be followed by everybody, are the really
successful
'component parts of a
'melodrama. Add to the above, a
wealth of rctiic splendor, new and
intricate mechanical devices and a
company of superior excellence, nnd
Hip reason for the universal success
of "Human Hearts" Is found.
"Human Hearts" Is possibly the
meritorious
successful and
most
melodrama on tho stage today; a
play that has long since established
its reputation. At Elks' opera house,
Saturday, April 7th.
RONEY'S

tol-lag- e.

We are ready for the season with everything
that's good and everything that
is correct.

Thoroughly' Absorbent
Absolutely Hycenic

for Men,. Boys H dhaldrem
It's

luxury to wear such well cut, well
made and handsome clothing as we sell
from the celebrated WASHINGTON

BOYS.

Among the stellar musical attractions that have attracted the merited
attention of the world, is the Honey's
Boys' musical organization. Comiwsed
of lads varying In age from 10 to 18
years, and each an artist, led by the
well known musician, Mr. Roney, they
have won for themselves a place in
musical circles that Is all their own.
Crowned heads of Europe and other
kingdoms have been their audiences,
and be It said to their credit, that
In playing for royalty, they exert no
greater effort to please thnn when
playing any of their ordinary, every
day concerts, for Honey's Boys play
the best they can at all times, and
their "best" Is excellent, indeed. This
stellar aggregation of America's best
youthful musicians will be seen at
Elks' Opera House, Tuesday, April
loth, under the auspices of the High
School Athletic association.

a

Summer Underwear, Fancy Shirts, Fancy Hosiery & Neckwear
Are all in and we never had such
a fine line as we're carrying this spring
NoTrKouNct:or'CbTTO(i?Jrt.
THCtCaRMtNTS-

-

wiarinq.quality

or.aNVjMcaMiUNocnwcaR

MAMBIXIL

ML

DoubleXtheTporosityMno

S FINE CLOTHING AND FURNISHINGS
Nettleton Fine Shoes
Dunlap Hats

,

IN.THC MARKET

AtKlVOUR OCALCR FOR

F L A X A L L

MRS. BERNARD GUNSUL
DIES AT ROSWELL
Word has just been received in Al
buquerque of the death at Koswell,
yesterday afternoon, at 4:45 o'clock,
of Mrs. Grace Houghton
Gunsul
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Sidney
Houghton of 420 West Lead avenue,
this city, and the wife of Bernard
Gunsul, an electrician of Koswell,
brother of Maynard Gunsul of this
city, of sceptic fever, after an illness
of three weeks. Besides the above
relatives the deceased leaves a three-weeold child, and a sister, Mrs. C.
EJ.
Morrison, residing at 420 West
Lead avenue, to mourn her untimely
death. Mrs. Gunsul, at the time of
her marriage to Bernard Gunsul, some
two years ago, was a beautiful young
lady, a belle, and a noted musician,
having a voice of rare quality. She
would have been 20 years of ago the
coming July. She has a large circle
of acquaintances in this city, who
will be grieved to learn of her death
just as she was entering the prime
of womanhood. Her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Houghton, who have been In
Roswell, at, the bedside of their
daughter, the past week, will arrive
with the remains Saturday night, the
Mineral ceremonies taking place Sunday afternoon, at 2 o'clock, at the
Lead
avenue
Methodist
church.
Friends of the deceased and family
are Invited to be present at these
services.
ks

Slmplified Spelling Board.

Campbell Dry Farming
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Some Good Places

By The Citizen Publishing Company
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C. R. Boslounh
Itoslough, aged 21 years, a
leather by profession, died at

:

Not only means the

0

best shoes but it stands
equally for honest

0

0

place.

S. C.

T'i

Cline.

o'clock, S. ('.
morning at
,,! 4,1 years, a nurseryman of
'u:;ih. Mo., died as the result of
tllli.
Deceased culiie
isis.
lure
froil; S.iaiinah about
three months
lompany with his wife, and
in iieallh'so rapidly that his
nine, 10 their home. How-ii- .
(".
grew suddenly worse, and
lasi j,. ..iit pass d away. A !,n,i
law .!.
Hartley, who is in thecliy,
v. 1:': ...
company the remains hack 10
'a.u n tomorrow night, where
t
n
i,
take place.
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pairs men's fine shoes
pairs women's fine shoes
0
pairs misses' and children's fine 0

shoes.
X

X

X

X

X

X

X-

-

0
X

X

X- -X

Our window display will
give you an inkling of Ihe

shapes that stylish dressers
will wear, but come in and

Jj

carefully inspect the shoes
themselves. We feel confident that if you are a man
who wants the best money
can buy we will have your
trade.

0

0
0
0
0
0

SHOE STORE
121 Railroad Ave.

Will, CHAPLIK

oo

I

Brunswick

0
0

BILLIARD

t
q

POOL

&

Parlors
Best brands of Cigars and
bacco always on hand.

M.

To-

Gussaroff

Proprietor.
Second street, Barnett Building.

Albuquerque

Novelty

Foundry and

Works

0

Machine Works J

?.
MALL, Proprietor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cart; lhaftlin.
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron Tronu for
Buildings.
4
Repair on Mining and Mill Machinery m Mpaelalty
Foundry eaat vide of railroad uack.
Albuqaerqae, K. M.
.

MELINI & EAKIN,

The finest place In the city to
spend your idle hours.

0

o o o

Albuquerque
a

a

11

0

0

sclloi
his a ailments

at 211 Soulh Arur
strcei ast night at 7 o'clock, as the
res 11! el a. hemorrhage of thu lungs.
Ileeei;
il came here some five months
HKo ftoiu
Mendota, 111., In company
Willi his mother, who will accompany
the fi mains back to that city tomorrow niniit, where Interment will take

0

V.

The remains or Bert Day, the
blacksmith who fell down a 0
flight of stairs In the Zelger cafe. Saturday night, sustaining a concussion
of the brain, from which he died Sun 0
day morning, will be laid to rest
Sunday morning in Fairview ceme
tery. The funeral ceremonies
will 0
take place from Borders' chapel at
H o'clock
in the morning, the Reverend
narron officiating. The local Horse-shoerunion wili have charge of the
funeral, and the ceremonies both at
the chapel and grave will lie conduct
ed uinli r the auspices of that order.

111

0

0:

0

Joe Williams.
Y.M.iilay morning at 10 o'clock,
Joe W'.'liauis. aged 75 years, a member of he Cigarmakers' union, died
from iie ravages of tuberculosis.
(amo here about six months
ago tr
Kast Strasberg, I'a., where
he has a moth, r, sister and brother
rc.M
The funeral ceremony will
take p ace tomorrow from Borders'
chain-!under the auspices of the figarni, il. rs' union, interment in Fair-me- t
view (
ery.

0

0

0
SUNDAY MORNING

0:

THE NAME

0

CHY 0

WILL BE BURIED

.

0

0

t

dis-tilin-

is to clean up stock
once yearly and open
season with new goods.

5.

0

Word has just been received in this
city of the death, in New York City, 0
Tuesday, of Levi Splegelberg, one of
the first American settlers In New
Mexico, who came to the territory in 0
184K, an', established and maintained
for thirtv years one of the largest
mercantile houses in either of the 0
two territories.
With his brother, Jacob, of S;inta
Ve. he founded the house of Snloircl- - 0
berg Iiitthers at Santa Fe, and was
active in business, mercantile
and 0
hanking pursuits until 188(1.
In
partners with the father of the Gruns- feld hoys or Albuquerque, ho oper
ated what is now known as t lie
Grunsl'tild
Brothers, wholesale dry
goods jobbers, later retiring with a 0
fortune estimated
in the millions,
and removed to New York, wiiorc he
has inaile his home for years past. 0
He leaves a numerous family, con
sisting of a widow, five sons, five
daughters, and a large number of 0
grandchildren to mourn his loss.

f.

Policy f tills Store

0

SUCCUMBS TO DEATH
IN NEW YORK

0

Wholesale liquet and

Oar

Q
m

9

a

Dealers

Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. F. C. Whiskies. Moet It
Chandon White Seal Champagne, St. Louis A. B. C. Bohemian and
Jos. SchliU Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distributors
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue and
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 199. Salesroom, 111 South First
Street, Albuquerque, New Mexlce.
VV.

L. TRIMBLE & CO.

LIVERY, SALB FEED AND TRAM
FEH STABLES
Horses

and

bought
changec

Mules

0. W. Strong's Sons
STRONG BLOCK.

and ex

BEST TURNOUTS

IN THE CIT
Second street, between Railroad and
Copper avanuea.

UNDERTAKERS

aad
Fairview
Superintendents
NOTICE.
City garbage wagons will start
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.
M nday morning, April 2. Those
MONUMENTS
having cans to empty or who desire garbage service, will please notify
N. Stroud St.. Dott Paonea.
tho city scavenger at hU office, lot!
Hold avenue, or by Auto, 'phone -- 97
or t'olo. "phono 4K.
' F. If. MITCHELL.
want ad will get fie busiA
Subscribe for The Citizen and get
City Scavenger. ness. Try one.
the news.
F. 8. HOPPING, Proprietor

South Second Street
Just received, large shipment of
Cleveland. Rambler, Columbia, and
Repairing of all
Tribune Bicycles.
kinds. Before buying give us a call.
321
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CORPORAL TANNER

SICK

BEING FLOODED

FIRST REGIMENT

COMPANY INDICTED

DESERTS

IMPERIAL VALLEY

COMPANIES OF

SANTA RITA STORE

PAG" FIVE.

WIFE

AT LAS CRUCES

JUST RECEIVED

Charged With Violation of Inspected by Colonel Paddock By Waters of Colorado River And Leaves Many Unpaid On May 2 and 3, to Attend
Bills Behind A. E.
23rd Annual Encamp-EIsoFlowing to the
Law by
Federal Anti-Truat Company G Armory
Forgets
ment of G. A. R.
Salton Sea
Last Night.
li. S. Grand Jury.

A LARGE CONSIGNMENT OF

w

st

lascrlt.es united states court

AN

EXCELLENT

SHOWING

MADE WRITES

REV. JHOMAS

HARWOOD CHILDREN

AND WIFE

TO GAMBLE, AN

OFFICIAL

NOTICE

IS

RUGS

ISSUED

AMD CARPETS

This office Is Just in receipt of the
A. E. Eslow, formerly an attache of
The Evening Citizen:
I.asi nisht at the armory or Com- ToYuma,
following notice, sent out by Jacob
having
post
force,
been
office
3.
see
the
local
may
You
April
Aria.,
New
of
pany C, National Guards
am on the return. a letter carrier for the past two years, Weltmer, department commander of
that
Mexico, the annual inspection of the from this
sixty-fiv- e
About
west of Yumn, last night, left the city for parts mi-- ! tho New Mexico department, of the
miles
Company
First regiment of Infantry,
IS at Imperial Junction,
ran
down forty known, leaving behind him not. only a Grand Army of tho Republic, with
The Latest Designs and Colorings.
Company
(', or Albuquerque, and
to Calixlco.
Had a good visit large aggregation of debts, but a wife hindquarters In Santa Fe, which is
and hand of Old Albuquerque, took miles
p
Urothor lirfore.
confined to her lied. In her homo at the official notice of the holding of the
place, Lieutenant Colonel Georpe H. with
annual encampment, of
country down 715 South Edith street, nnd with two twenty-thirIt Is a 'wonderful
Paddock, Fifth Unlled States cavalry,
the tenilorial department at Las Cmlittle children.
'4
officer in command at Fort. Wlngate, there. Calixlco is the terminus of the
Ewlow came
Imperial Valley road. In some rehero three or more ces In May:
actins as the inspecting effteer. and spects
Department of New
the Imperial Valley Is the most years ago and worked as a barber, Headquarters
tile inspection proved more satisfac- wonderful
country I have ever seen. later securing the position of letter! Mexico, Grand Army of the Repub-carrie- r
tory last evenlns. than probably any
lie. Santa. Fe, N. M., April 2, 19urt.
at the local postofflce.
He
Until I saw for myself. I could not
former inspection ever held in Albu- believe
that the whole Colorado river purchased his groceries and family G neral Order No. 3.
querque.
annual encamp-Sklnner- ,
The twenty-thirJ. A.
Company G was t!ie tlrsr coniMiny Is emptying Its waters Into that one supplies at the grocery storo ofmoney
Department
the
of New Mex-hvalley,
out
ment
extending
taking
of
on
Into
Salton
the
the
credit,
enlisted men
Insnected. Of thirty-siPut It Is so. Nothing, they say,
received as salary, and almost In- - Ico, (. A. R., will convene nr 1js
Captain H. Uuppp had me iuii numoer sea.
of said river empties Into the Gulf variably gambling it away In some of Cruces. N. M., May 2 and 3, 1906.
in line, passing the inspection wiui a
General James Tanner, commnnder
the gambling hells of the city. His
grade of lot per cent. Each man was of California.
to in chief of the O. A. R.. and staff will
It seems that below Yuma and a account at Skinner s continued
found to have his full equipment, con- little
grow, and as Eslow failed to pay nny- - be with us on this occasion,
sisting in Its entirety of uniform, gun bed below the Mexico line, an old
will
It Is hoped that all comrades
Colorado river used to thing at all upon the aefcount, he was
and accoutrements, blanket roll, shel- flow ofits the
CXXX00000XC00XDOOO
Into the now called finally refused credit. after running make an earnest effort to attend this
ter tent, haversack and eating uten- Salton sea,waters
and probably kept It full, up a bill of 147.50, only $2.50 of which encampment and meet our chief, that
sils, soap, towel and one pair of hose. and Its waters
flowed
or perhaps he ever paid.
this reunion may be worthy of our
Following the Inspection or com
a part of the California gulf;
The next grocery firm to suffer as great organization,
pany G. the First Regiment Infantry formed
perhaps by some upheaval of the a result of their trusting Eslow was
The council of administration will
band was Inspected and passed the but
land the river flow was cut off nnd the Monarch Grocery company, whom meet at department headquarters at
InsitiCtion with flying colors, play the
sea left gradually to dry he stuck for $70. All of this money 9 o'clock a. m.. May 2.
ing one selection at the close of the up. Salton
And it has so continued until the also went over the green cloth, or In
All elected department officers and
inspection.
SHOULD MEET WITH
time, except when the river endeavoring to locate the cell Into those apointed on the staff of the
Company B, which had been brougni present
was very high the surplus water which the little ivory ball would fall department commander, are requested
over frcm Old Town, by special or- would overflow and
APPROVAL
put
water at the roulette wheel.
to
full reports of their work
ders, was next Inspected. This com- - Into the sea. That was some
l
t tl
i.Y. J
gave
In-what
w
was
an i during the ear
information of the
From all accounts F.sl
nanv had lust received its full equip the trouble some years ago.
Many new ideas in fashion,
encampment.
every
of
cent
fluid,
gambling
veierate
Inspection
before
few
hours
ment a
A few years ago,
six or salary that he obtained going to swell
Tho commander of Phil Sheridan
fit and fabric are embodied in
time, and with the exception of a few seven, a few energetic about
men formed a the already well lined pockets of the! Post No. 17. will appoint an officer of
men short of the enlisted number, company, and took out a large
canal
our New Spring Styles and
the day and an officer of the guard, to
passed the Inspection with a good at the lower part of one of these pro- gambling fraternity.
No thought had he of honor, as serve during the sessions of the en-- ;
showing.
Samples just received from
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In jected arms or extensions of the old night after night he gambled away campment.
At the close of the individual
bed. When the canals were all the funds that should have gone to
For Information of the comrades In
New York.
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spection of the companies and band river
opened
a
ready
they
the
main
pay hi a 'honest delits; no sting of reference to special railroad rate.
the two companies were ordered Into river at one then
of those projections and conscience disturbed him as he deftly copy is herewith inscribed.
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one
of
old
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the water into
By command ct
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and
to
passed In review lefore
get prices.
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Paddock. Adjutant General channel
to saries of life and the delicacies that
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VICTORY,
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officers
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COURT DOINGS Tarklnfrton, regiment
But It hasn't affected the were needed.
Assistant Adjutant General.
of infantry, N. let in run.
the First
on,
runs
yet.
It
simply
canals much
Reduced rates on tho Santa Fe and
Bslow's salary as a letter carrier
Q. N. M.
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seeking its natural level, and for a amounted to about i$720 a year. Of other railroads have lcen made for
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A large number of
on
prair
out
the
JUDGEMENT IN "MORGAN PAL cluding a number of ladies, were pres- while wasted Itself
nearly every cent went the occasion and It Is thought that the
amount
this
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ies,
and thence formed channels
ACE" CASE ESLAVIO VIGIL AR ent to witness the ceremonies, and alto the gambling dens, his rent, gro- - encampment will have a large attend-cerPbonm Black 68
old Salton sea. But in Its
bills, and other bills, going
RESTED.
together the showing made, at last into tho flow
it
and accumulation
As will be noticed in the official an- paid.
JI8 Cold Avenue
night's inspection was far ahead of natural
Today the case of Lock'liart vs. the any former inspection, and Colonel formed a new river, now called the
The little wife could only plead nouncement. Corporal James Tanner,
is
water
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Washington Gold Miuing and Milling Paddock expressed much gratified sur- New river. Down that the
with her erring husband to forego his commander in chief of the O. A. R.,
cmpany, was resumed, and further prise at the excellent condition of both pouring in torrents, hurrying to the evil ways, his insatiable desire to and his staff, will be In attendance'
supposed,
however, gamble, and to become once more an and he will be the guest of honor,
old sea bed. It Is
evidence offered by the plaintiff Companies E and G.
it will take it at least twelve years honest, man.
THERE WON'T BE NO BUTT
In rebuttal,
the case closed nnd
"the inspection of last night to fill up
Besides
up
to the level
the old hed
argument upon the merits begun. A Lieutenant Colonel Paddock and AdTo these pleadings of her who should
of
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who
members
All
the lys
new question has been brought Into jutant General Tarkington, who is ac- of the sea or the Gulf of California.
have been all in all to him, Eslow
For Iho "kid" who apes his elders In
But at Calixlco and other places In evidently turned a deaf ear, as he con- Learnnrd & Llndeniann's band are rethe case, tending to establish a prior companying him on the tour of Inquested
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great
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Washington
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regular music lesson, arrange- ing
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through, clear to the last
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Brother Lealsm. and the Congre tliedty. leaving scores of debts be- tlon on the property, calling it. the where companies of the New Mexico
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that its smoker Is loath to throw erea
San Salvador, prior even to the Samp Nationnl Guards at those places will gational preacher were With out with
g
hosts of others, with their spades
tothat little hit of fine,
son location. The plaintiff this morn bo Inspected.
Whether Mrs. Eslow will try tohavejtho boy8
hoes, trying to keep the water her erring husband apprehended fori
ani
Ing Introduced Mrs. DI Mauro to ex
bacco away. Try a White Lily and
"While here Adjutant General Tark out of their town. Saturday afterplain this away, but was surpriseu ington said that it was almost an. as
wife desertion Is not as yet known,
you'll know yourself.
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I were all as
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allow of ait
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would hold a territorial encampment line. The overflow reached
them
ward sold her Interest in the San Sal this summer, as this feature de first,poor adobes, Inillt view.
vador to an American whom she did pended a great deal upoa; the show nearly-all- and their ori
His many creditors here, a Is un
right, - the ground, must derstood
will make no-- fff.6rt to have
not remember". The plaintiff further Ing made at inspection, ami-- . as-- the Tall.
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back, as it Is a well
endeavored to avoid the consequences inspection is proving so satisfactory
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1 helped to. hold their Sunday school
of such admissions bv showing the there is little doubt but what the en
known faet that he Is penniless, and
at 30 a. nv, nnd then went to Heber having no property, there would be
fact that the witness, Mrs. Dl Mauro, campment, will bo secured
on the train; this four and one-ha- lf
Finest Whiskies ;i
no way
had In fact, sold her interest in the
fir them to recover their
miJes for supper; with wagon lour money.
Woodbine claim for $300, and that she
one-half
miles more out to
and
must have been mistaken when sne SAM HOUSTON KILLS
And once again an unanswerable
Wines, Brandies. Etc.
preach at night, to hold Brother
argument against the gambling vice
said It was the San Salvador, though
JOSEPH BARNETT, Prop'r.
MULATTO AT ROSWELL force's appointment. Then yesterday, Is put forth, in a story from life.
a serious discrepancy in dates would
I rode seven and one-hamiles into
make it seem plain that the San Sal
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Jail,
ers
and
was
placed
help
office
and
Houston
generally.
by
torial grand jury were arraigned
for alfalfa
School boards
shortly be given a hearing on stances, each half-milothers desiring
Judge Abbott this morning as follows: will charge
llids wanted for 30,"00 ties, 7V4 feet leachers, etc., and
the
uf murder In the first de fields, off which the people cut from
should correspond
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Claude Eggleston. assault, with
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than
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not
six to eight cuttings a year. They
with us. Have a good list registered.
114 West Copper Ave.
tent to kill; plea of not guilty ntered. give.
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the
end.
be
small
even cut It In January. The most of
Richard Hriggs, burglary; plea of
ered to undersigned at Algodones.
it is beneath sea level.
Ramsay's Typewritorium
MRS. HOBLIT FOUND
not guilty.
I go tomorrow to Tucson, the next Bids must be In not later than April1
Harry Vernier, larceny; plea of not
A.
20,
FRANK,
liiti.
J.
Fourth St. and R. R. Ave.
DEAD IN HER BED day to Naco, and, if possible, to
guilty.
Algodones, N. M.
All kinds of second-hanThen, on out to Douglas, the
typ&
Frank Jones, plea of not guilty.
writers bought, sold, rented, reOF
PROFESSOR DIES latter place to Solomonville, and then
AI)Oiit the 'Cotton Cheat" in clothes
S. I j. Gray and J. I). Morris, charg- MOTHER
paired, exchanged and rebuilt.
Respectfully,
FROM HEART FAILURE IN EL home.
read Simon Stern's ad on page S.
ed with obtaining money under false
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Assistant United States Attorney P.
.!. I. oaliy was in t ho
oily
bctwein
vhll? on route
trains this morning
from Las Cruces to Santa Ke, where
lie Is called on official business. Mr.
Kenny
has been attending United
States court which has been ill
at las Cruces this past, three
days. The work cf the United Slates
three days netted
Krand Jury these
five indictments, which were as follows:
Two for fornication: one for the un
lawful cutting of timber on the Fort
Bayard forest reserve: on for the
miurcllnir of Honor ncr ss the border
from Mexico: and one for the alleged
law by the
violation of the anti-trus- t
Santa Rita Store company, of Santa
Rita, Grant county.
This last Indictment is likely to develop into a very intevstinn case, as
the question Involved Is one that
niiftht be brought up In nearly every
mining camp In the territory where
mines and stores are owned and operated by the same company. The
persons named In the Indictment are
Messrs. Dugan and Young, who are
ofBcerB of the Santa Rita Store com-panThe prosecuting witnesses in
the case are two brothers by the name
of Turner, who also have a store at
Santa Rita. They claim that their
competitors, the Santa Rita Store
company, have prohibited their employes from trading at the Turner
store: that some of these employes
live In houses located on land owned
by the Santa Rita company, and that
the defendants 'have commanded these
tenants to either trade at the company store 'or leave the company's
premises.
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EVENING

CITIZEN.
Sharpe to get up what is known an a;
"housewife."
This Is one of the
Ideas adopted from the Japanese, who
equipped their soldiers with these little packages, containing; Siscful ar- tides which men are likely to need
when they are nway from home. In
the soldiers' new kit which the gen- - DELVER
oral staff of our army recommended
for adoption there is provided a
"housewife," to contain some buttons,
thread, pins and, ir practicable a pair
of small scissors. The work of getting
up this new article, which will be
given to each of the sixty thousand
soldiers of the army, will "devolve on
tho subsistence department, and for
the present the nrniy commissary in
New York will have "the work of preparing samples. If he can find nothing
In the department
storoH to answer
the purpose, or course, the article
must be a model of condensation, so
there may bo a nilnumuin of weight
combined with nn economy of space.
The "housewife" will have to he carried li ythe soldier, and it is desirous that the burden of the trooper
shall be increased as little as possible.

(day morning when Krnnk Nordhaua
NEGRO SCHOOL AT
went to tlio store to open for
JACK SULLIVAN, THE
were nt once notified,"
PHILANTHROPIST lintTheno officers
TIMEGEE, ALABAMA
clue to the robbery lias tis yet
!1PS".

HE GOES

IN THE HOLE FOR THE SAKE
OF
STREET WOT AIN'T GOT NO SHOW."

"DE

KIDS

ON

1

Booker T. Washington's Industrial Institute Molds
Its Twenty Fifth

shop.

Is"

I,

Officers think the robbery was com- who wre f,m' ANNIVERSARY

v

niaTtun thea,HC!',s

Rheumatism Make Life Miserable.
A happy homo Is the most valuable
possession that Is within the reach
of mankind, but you cannot enjoy its
comforts If yon are mirroring from
You throw aside busirheumatism.
ness cares when you enter your home
and you can bo relieved from those
rheumatic pains also by applying
Chamberlain's Tain Halm. One application will give you relief anfl Its
continued use for a short, time will
bring about a permanent jure. For
sale by all druggists.
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A CORNER IN THE NEWSBOYS' "GYM.'
New York. April 5. For twenty that the reading room and the school
year back Jiick Sullivan has been a arr the real objects that he has in
Nrw York newsie. Jack Is not a view in opening his newsies' club.
"Do kid on de street ain't got a
rich ,inan. but he Is a philanthropist,
and not long ago he "went In 1he show now," he says. "At night he
liokV ns he puis It, to the tune of stays on de street or strikes de gin
ahfHjl $."1,000 for the sake of the kids mills. . When he gets along a ways
who mil "poipers" In the vicinity of he finds he can't read ; den he's
I "irk Row. He founded the Newslioys' ashamed to go to night school wld do
young 'una. 'Whenevr
le rich guys
Athletic club.
The club is situated in the midst of start anything for de boys dey put up
the densely populated lower Eaatside a preacher on 'em and it's all off. To
teach de kids to read and write you
at 74 East Fourth street, just off the got
to give something besides books.
llowery. There is a fine gymnasium,
jr
to Bay nothing of a reading room ful-I- I knew dat a gymnasium would fill
equipped with furniture and books de bill, and here It Is.
" 'Tain't charity, for do kills are
ci magazines without end. I'pstalrs
is the reading room and night school, members. Dey will pay about 50 cents
Them as
while? on the third flixir Is a place for a month to bo members.
aoine of the little chaps "wot hadn't can't don't have to.
"I don't want nuttin' out o' dls. I'm
sot any place to pound dor ears In."
There are plenty of shower baths and gettin' even 'cause I didn't have no
chance meself. I never give an inch
thirty white cots.
Very confidentially Jack gives it to no man. De boys on de street all
out that athletics are only a bait; know me."

Is the Moon Inhabited?
Science has proven that the moon1
has an atmosphere, which makes life
in nome form possible on that satellite
1mt. not for human beings, who have
hard enough time on this earth of
ours; especially those who don't know
that. Electric Flitters cure headache,
biliousness, malaria, chills and fever.
Jaundice, dyspepsia, dizziness, torpid
liver, kidney complaints, general de- bility and female weaknesses. Un-- 1
equalled as a general tonic and appetizer for weak persons and espe-ial- y
for the aged. It induces sound
Ieep. Fully guaranteed by all drug- .
Kib-tsPrice only 50c.

BURGLARS

BUSY

OUT AT DEMING
The store of II. Nordhaus & Sons,
the largest In Deniing, was entered by
robbers and a large amount of cloth-

ing, shirt?, neckwear and shoes were
stolen. Entrance to the store was
gained by cutting a hole through an
old door in the rear of the building at
night. The door has long been closed
up and is not used as an entrance to
the building, shelving having been
built against the door on the inside.
After cutting the hole the robbers
pushed the goods from fho shelves
and crawled in through the opening.
The robbery was discovered Mon- -

Bids will be received at the office
of the clerk of the board of county
commissioners of Ilernalillo county, up
to 10 o'clock in the forenoon of Saturday, April 14, 1900. at the court
house of said county, In Albuquerque,
for the doing of the following work:
First, for repairs and additions to
the county bridge over the Rio Grande
at Barelas.
Second, for reconstruction of a por
tlon of the county bridge at Corralles.
Third, for work upon, and in the vicinity of, the Alameda dyke.
Fourth, for dyke construction at
Atrisco and other work for the protection of property from floods in that
vicinity.
Bids can be submitted for either or
all of said four different pieces of
work, and the board reserves tha
right t.j reject or accept any or aTl
bids.

Said work Is to be done according
to specifications which can be seen
upon application to the clerk of the
board at the court house.
Ily order of the board of county
commissioners.
A. E. WALKER,
(Seal)
Clerk of
Probate Clerk and
the Hoard of County Commissioners
of Bernalillo County, New Mexico.
March 24, 1906.
o

and Liver Trouble.
Suffered for Five Years With Kidney
"I suffered for five years with kidney and liver trouble, which caused
severe pains across the back and a
I had dyspepsia
blinding headache.
and was so constipated that I could
not move my bowels without a caI was cured by Chamberthartic.
lain's Stomach and Liver Tablets and
have been well now for six months,"
of
Bays Mr. Arthur S. Strickland
Chattanooga, Tenn. For sale by all
druggists.
EXPERT CHEF AT THE WHITE
ELEPHANT WILL SERVE A MER.
CHANTS LUNCH FROM 11 TO 2:30

OF FOUNDING

Housewives Ordered For Cur Army.
Michigan University Orator
Is a

Japanese.

WHILE YOU WAIT
THE OCCULT USES SENSITIZED PLATES WHEN
"SNAPS" A 3 f H A L PORTIONS OF THE ANATOMY.

IN

HE

Tuakegi c. Ala., April ,1. Yesii rday
was opening day of the celebration in
y
unnlvciv-a- t
honor of the twenty-fift- h
of the establishment of the TusUeuee MICHIGAN

Normal and industrial Institute and
everybody seems to hi; in favor of
The
excitement
and anticipation.
celebration will last three (lays and
will begin this evening with a huge
meeting, which will be nltensVd by
the students, the members of the
faculty and a large number of invited
Carguests,
including
Andrew
negie, President Eliot of Harvard
university; Secretary of War Taft,
Robert C. Ogdcn, president of the
Southern Education board; Seth Low
and many other men of distinction.
Some of the invited guests have al- ready arrived, while others are ex- pected here this afternoon. Mr. Odgen,
who Is also president of the hoard
of trustees or the institute, will bring
a number of his friends from
on n special train. The list of
speaker-- , who will deliver addresses
during the three days of the celebration includes, besides those already
Bishop
mentioned, the following:
William Croswell IToano, who will
preach the anniversary sermon Dr.
M. .('. B. Mason, corresponding
reiary of the Freedmen's Aid
Koutli'Tii Education society of the
Fitl.of-I:;Episcopal church of Cin- cinnali: Principal Booker T. Washington cf TushUengep Institute; Judge
W. H. Hurt, of Tuskegee; Prof. S. G.
Atkins, secretary of the board of education, African Methodist episcopal
Zion church, Winston-SaleN. C.:
the Right Rev. A. Grant Bishop of the
African Methodist Episcopal church,
Kansas City, Kan.; .1. C. Napier, president of the One Cent Savings bank,
Nashville. Tenn.; President John H.
Aliercromble of tho University of Alar. I.. ('. Morris, president of
bama:
the National Baptist convention, Helena, Ark.; Dr. Lyman Abbott, Dr. II.
B. Frissell. principal of Hampton Institute; Dr. W. Bruce Evans, prinManuel
cipal of the Armstrong
Training school, Washington, I). C;
Bishop O. B. Galloway of the Meth
odist Episcopal church, South, of
Jackson, Miss.; Oswald Garrison
of the S'ew York Evening Post,
t
andothers.
New-Yor-

;

1

VII-la-

rd

UNIVERSITY
REPRESENTED BY JAP.
Ann Arbor, Mich., April 5. For the
first time In history the University of
Michigan
will be represented by a
student of an eastern race in the contest of the Northern Oratorical league,
which will be held this year at Ober-- 1
in, Ohio, on the evening of Mav 4.
The young man who will have the
honor or representing the University
of Michigan in that
contest against representatives of six!
other universities and colleges Is Kiyo
Sue Innul of Kobe, Japan, a member
of the senior class in th literary department.
"Ever since he entered the university four years ago Mr. Inui has taken
a prominent part in oratorical contests, always winning high rank and
honors. Last year in the university
oratorical contest he won second
place with an oration on "The Sick
Man of Asia and His Doctors." This
year he won first place with an oration on "The Mission of New Japan."
Every summer he arranges a lecture
tour through Michigan and adjoining
His favorite topics are the
states.
various phases of the eastern question. He Is a member of the Alpha
Nu Literary society and the founder
and first president of the Cosmopolitan club.

MzmLii
Thought

tnter-collegla- te

PROSPECTS FOR A GOOD FRUIT
CROP FINE AT ROSWELL
OrchardlRts at Roswell are feeling
very cheerful over the promise of a
good fruit crop this year. It is stated
by good judges that if no more killing
frosts occur, there will lie part of a
crop of peaches and an abundant crop
of every other kind of fruit.
The apple orchards are now coming
into bloom and are n beautiful sight.
Many peach trees have bloomed since
the last frost and will bear nicely if
the weather remains propitious.
"Suffered day and night the torment of itching piles Nothing helped
me until I used Doan's Ointment. It
cured me permanently." lion. John
R. Garrett, Mayor, Girard, Ala.

A GASTRONOMICAL TREAT WILL
BE SERVED DAILY AT THE WHITE
AMERICAN ARMY. ELEPHANT MERCHANTS' LUNCH
Washington, I). C, April 5. The FROM 11 TO 2:30.
Chamberlain's Salve is good for
any disease of the skin. It allays me subsistence officer in the Army buildIning in Whitehall street, has been InSubscribe for The Citizen and get
Itching and burning sensation
by
Commissary General the news.
stantly. For sale by all druggists.
structed

DAILY.

5, '.006.

TAKES SPOOK PHOTOS

busl- -

been found.
1
Tho robbers used n brace nnd
DE
and a chisel with which to cut the
hole, and these tools were found hack
of tho More In the alley. They were
Ijdontifled by a local blacksmith
as
tools from bis chop and a rear wln- -i
dow was broken out or the blacksmith

THURSDAY, APT.IL

HOUSEWIVES FOR THE

V-:-

i

Portrait

Colorado Springs, Col., April 5.
Recent experiments by A. K. Cutting,
a delver In the mysteries of occult
forces, have led him to believe he has
made wonderful discoveries.
Cutting has been a resident of Colorado Springs for many years. Some
time ago he began investigating
MJIiirt.lll,illiMI Him if ii H
thought photography, or the
Thought Hart
transfer of mind pictures to sensitized
of rYisjmg Arm
photographic plates.
lie theory upon which Cutting is by that I knew that I had the 1m- making his experiments is that the t,rr
rm
nf
I plunged the
,
....... ..
,
piag- - piate into tne developer and wncn l
netic Hind and that this fluid makes Xook It out found the likeness of the
its mark upon a photographic plate, arm as I had expected."
an drepro. luces the object of thought.
Seated in a dark cellar. Cutting Caught Cold While Hunting a Burg-hel- d
an ordinary 4x5 plate pressed
lar.
against his forehead and concentrated
Mr. Wm. Thos. Lanorgan, provin-bi- s
mind upon the facial expression cial constable at Chapleau, Ontario,
of bis lather, which he remembered says: "I caught a severe cold while
rnly from an old photograph. The hunting a burglar in the forest swamp
I ate
remained tied against his fore- - last fall. Hearing of Chamberlain's
head for half an hour and was then Cough Remedy, I triad it, and after
developed in the usual way. Cutting using two small bottles, I was
ts
that the features of his father pletely cured." This remedy is
easily seen, and that he has tended especially for coughs and
made several prints from the nega- - colds, it will loosen and relieve a
t've.
severe cold in less time than by any
Cutting also exhibits the pbr,to- - other treatment and is a favorite
graph of the "astral" finger of Joseph wherever Its superior excellence has
Murphy, a railroad brakeman, who become known. For sale by all drug-lothat part of his anatomy several gists.
o
months ago.
His last Interesting experiment took
COMING EVENTS
place when he called in Chas. B.
Myles, street commissioner of ColoraApril 7 Human Hearts.
do City, to subject him to the test.
April 10 Honey's Boys.
Myles lost his right arm several yefrs
April 1T Easter Sunday.
ago, and Cutting claimed that
he
April 20 Companv (t's military boll.
could produce a likeness of the miss
May 1 Walter
Scott, the Death
ing member.
Vallev
miner. In melodrama.
Myles selected a plate from a gross
in Cutting's stock room and held the
Accidents will happen, but the best-plain his own hand for twenty regulated families keep Dr. Thomas'
minutes.
Electric Oil for such emergencies. It
"When the crucial moment arrived." subdues the pain and heals the hurts,
said Cutting, "it appeared to me as if
o
Try a Citizen want ad.
some one had put off a flashlight, and
I

,..,..,
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You'll Have to Also!
YOU May Think We Age SPECULA TimQ
E Know We Have

a"

That WE caD afford to wait- but YOU cannot; in growing cities, the best residences are seldom built on the low lands. That we are the sole owners
of tbe oniy heignts overlooking the center of the city and which, covering over fifty square blocks, are but eight blocks distant from the heart
of the business district. That, having held this tract intact for years, we now are offering it for residence purposes only, and that our deeds will exclude, for all time, all factories, stores, saloons, boarding houses, etc. That we are expending in improvements over FIFTY THOUSAND DOLLARS and TWO YEARS
WORK and, at our own expense, are grading the lots and streets, building cement walks and planting trees. That we own our own water plant and will furnish you from
deep wells, an ample supply of soft water at a price lower than the present rates. That the entire tract will be graded to a gentle slope, permitting to every residence the
Best of Drainage, Broad, Low Terraces, and a Magnificent View of the Mountains, Mesa, City and Valley. That here you are above the dust and the dirt cr mud the
smoke and the noise of less favored localities. REMEMBER THAT:

RfimfimbGr

"

-

The Natural Advantages Wc Had We Made the Artificial!
That SILVER AVENUE, and its adjacent blocks, the only street now ready, the CREAM OF THE ENTIRE ADDITION, will be the FINEST IN ALL NEW MEXICO
That, beginning at one park and ending at another, and also parked on both sides throughout its entire length, it is a boulevard eighty feet broad, lying on
ARIZONA.
OR
the crest of the highest ground in the tract.
building line is imposed, that the lots are sold only in sites of 100x132 feet, that no dwelling may cost less than $4,000, and
That on this avenue a thirty-fo- ot
to
himself
purchaser
insures
and
the
his heirs, his home amid beautiful residences and the quiet and refinement of such surroundings. That the sixty sites or
that
this avenue are so advantageously situated that nothing similiar can ever again be offered in the City of Albuquerque.
Also Remember That the Majority of the Directors of this Company Have Bought Here and Expect to Build at Once.

i

GO UP AND SEE!
jf-Ti

1

Te

THEN SIT DOWN AND REASON!

Co
daman P.inmrovemem
Secretary and Selling Agent
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S'FIGHTING

Our Goads Ride Kish in Public Favor
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UVE WELL ON A PR EACH- ER'S SALARY. SO HE TAKES A
AT
THE
SHY
BROKERAGE
BUSINESS.

45c up.

Carpet, nil wool chain,
from ""r mi.
V.nis-ti- s
Carpel , from SOc. up.
Lai'SO stork of peasonarile
Stoves, Lawn
cend.'-Swincs, Chairs Tints, Camp
Chairs, Etc.
Instrain

v'-- '

CITIZEN.

Ml

QUITS

CAN'T

cotton chain,

Carpet

lnerai'.i
from

EVENIXO

ASurcRcmcdy

Devil's Island Torture.
Is no worse than the terrible case of
piles that afflicted me ten years. Then
I wa sadvlsed to apply Bucklen'B Arnica Salvo and less than a box per
manently cured me, writes L. S. Napier of Hugles, Ky. Heals nil wounds,
burns and sores like magic. 2.rc at all
druggists.

or

Lame

.rVxV'--

-
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&ViZ. - .V,
..... , wiivt
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TO

THiS CHANCE

SE-

,II'f.

O. F. C.
WHISKEY

A

SOLD BY
ritt.sbui'K. I'a.. April 5. "Yes, sir,
All Druggists
it's a mm tor of dollars and cents with
me, and as a minister of t lit? gospel.
V r. Earl S.Sloan
H
I'm not ashamed of it.
have six
BOSTON MASS.US.A.
children. They need food, doming
and nchooliiiK. That's why 1 resinned
my pastorate and went into the Htock the summer In Athens, Ohio, where
brokerage business. The salary of a he lived up to twenty years ago, when
Ml country pastor in these davs cannot he was elected to congress.
be stretched over the needs of
Som beaut in human form broke a
H erowinu funiilv."
street lamb near the capltol laRt night.
Rev. Samuel P. Montgomery made Our police cannot deal too severely

CURE BARGAINS IN

Li

1

HARNESS

SADDLES
BRIDLES
LAP ROBES

this statement shortly after he re- with such miscreants.
signed as a minister of the gospel nnd
One of our well known young soopened up a broker's office in Pitts- ciety women recently was asked what
burg. He had been In charge of Gill she had given up during Lent.
Hall United Presbyterian church, near
"Nothing," she replied.
We are offering some very special prices on this line of goods
this city.
"What!" said her friend. "Not
and It will certainly pay you to pet out prices before you buy.
"I was getting $3 a day as a preach- - giving np anything?"
" but I can make more
he
er,"
said,
"No, I am not giving up anything.
CO.
in business. I owe my first duty to' But I am doing penance."
my family and myself. If I can't sup- "What are you doing?"
port luy family on a preacher's salary.
senate gallery
"Sitting in the
it is my duty to get Into something' through all of Tillman's speeches."
else to make more money. I don't
MAN FRICK FEARS,
Following the Flag.
consider the stock broker's business
gam 11 ins. It's business, and there Is
TO BE SHADOWno reu,lorl wnv a preacher should not
ED FOR
engage in business as well as any
agent
for the
W. I. McFerran, route
other peteon."
was
Wplls-FargExpress company,
Rev. Montgomery won the title of!
LIBER
BE
BERKMAN,
TO
SOON
i"fiirhllnn- nnrflnn" nil a,i,lv,t rtt a , w . . . .
visiting In Santa Fe yesterday.
ATED,
WILL
Dtihe had in the church a year nco with
Ben Williams, Santa Fe detective,
WATCHED STUDIED IN JAIL,1 Elder Health, when he knocked the!
has returned from Raton, where he
The trouble arose overj
AND MAY SUCCEED HERR MOST latter down.
some of Rev. Montgomery's mining
has been In hrs official capacity atREDS.
THE
OF
LEADER
AS
tending court.
stock t'.ansactions.
W. R. Brown, general freight agent
0MCHXQXCIOKXK000
for the Santa Fe in the southwest
district, Is up from El Paso talking
"shipping" with local merchants.

AND ETC

and Salt Meats.
Sausage Factory.

Out of Quri

THE CELEBRATED

25S50L001

'

fV

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

w

Db.UU.ri,
FRANKFORT, KY.

i

MELINI & EAKIN

yourself hy helping
RUNABOUTS, were $55.00 to $125.00; now
$46.00 to $108Jiy.
$52.50 to $123X0
TOP BUGGIES, were $65.00 to $140.00: now
We are also quoting very low prices on Surreys, Stanhopes, Cow-- '
cords, Buckhoards, Spring Wagona, etc. Out of town business sollolteL"
Write for catalogue and prices.

Albuquerque
Carriage
Co:
Corner First end
Road.
TIJera

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.

Atnt.

Albuquerque, N. M.
Automatic Phone,

NOTES

Lilt

I

Gcntral Building Supplies

199.

SCREEN DOORS
IF YOU .WISH TO EAT a koo
lunch and enchiladas on the Mexlcat
style, go to South Third street, cornet
of Silver avenue, No. 215. Will r
served promptly at any hour of tn
nlghL Prices will be from 25c to 80c

a

F. Croins, passenger brake-maon the El Paso & Southwestern,

n

formerly a freight brakeman on the
Southern Pacific out of El Pas'), is in
the hospital at Bisbee where he had
to "iiave a foot amputated as a resun
of an accident on the road. He lift
El Paso In Conductor Caruther's crew
and when near the Bisbee end of his
run, while standing on the pilot of the
train, a jar of the locomotive threw
him off and one of his feet was lit- rally crushed to pieces. He was
taken on to Bisbee where he was operated on and Is reported as doing
well.
RAILROAD

PURCHASES

IMMENSE COAL FIELDS.
The Uis Angeles Times of oday,
says: Immense new coal fields, comprising nearly Sun.uuo acres of coal
lands in Colfax county, New Mexico,
have just hetn purchased by the St.
Mountain & Pacific
Louis, Kocky
Railroad company, from the Dutch
syndicate, owners of the old Maxwell
land grant, comprising l.aiO.Omt acres
in Colfax couuty. The price of the
transaction is said to have been

STRIFE BREAKS
OUT ONCE MORE
IN

After an amicable agreement has
been reached between the Rock Inland and Santa Fe on mail contracts
to Los Angeles, there is prospect that
for
liositlitit'K will break out afresh
the mail contracts to Colorad points.
In order to lay down the contracts
for Denver and Colorado Springs mail
the Rock Island bus announced a
change in its time table under wnich
f
one and
hours is to tie cut
i ff it s running time from Kansas City
t
Colorado Springs and fifty
off its time to 1). liver.
T:iU leductlon is the result of the
mail rarryine contest with the
l'e. Tli i s action follows the announcement that western railroads bad ceas-- i
ed tluiv s'rife for mail contracts.
Causing them to enter upon n
speed contests.
The aiinunl mail earnings of the
transcontinental roads which make up
the routes waich have in the past
been bones . I' contention are as fol-

"That, new office boy must work
some kind of a system on us. I never
can find him when I want him."
"He does even better than that with
his system. I never want him when
1 can find him."
ilSBHwK1..

:::'

i

j
i

89se

DQDQ
DQQD

'Dobber is the most successful
painter in the city.'
"Dobber? He is far from being a
fine painter." j .
"I know that. But he's a great
salesman."

s

firt-linj-

BALLING, Proprietor.
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
WEDDING CAKES A SPECIALTY

PAINTS,

B

1

203 W. Raltroaal Avt.

JOHNSON

A. D.

Extra Fine Perfumed
Toilet Soaps

VARNISHES AND
BRUSHES.
Leather,
Harness, Saddles, Lap
Robes, Horse Blankets, Etc. Palmetto Roof Paint; lasts five years and
stops leaks. Cash paid for Hides and
Pelts.
W9
WEST RAILROAD
AVENUE.

!

OILS.

Rfli

Xinltft

"

'k

H.-'-i-

HU
A'

nd only Perfect
Pen. No gltu tiler B'.;
,pill
00 ''"M"'
B
'
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Sampson wind mills, ranch pumps
pumpsupplies and horse-powe- r
Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Hay, and
ing outfits.
Grain and Fuel.
131.
Fine line of Imported Wines, Liquors Auto. Phone 308, Colorado Red
and Cigars. Place your orders for
this line with us.
CLEANING
CARPET
STEAM
NORTH THIRD STREET.

'a

Vou simply prrM the button (u 1 1
the picture) ind the pea fills I

iftj.

In

3i '

a t
E

f

l

J
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B. A. SLEYSTER
REAL

Yrit.

the inetanl IF
touches, til paper

INSURANCE,

Eagle$?50
Flash A

Room

;

ESTATE-NOTA-

He is the
Cleans everything.
Furniture Man. Moving, packing and shipping, unpacking and
setting up, and is no upstart at
the business. There is no other Just Thornton. Both 'phones.

RY

PUBLIC.
Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
Automatio Telephone, 174.
E,

Carrlllot

Established in 1882

r. G.

COKE

Eagle Pencil Co.

- MILL WOOD
KINDLING

W.H.Hahn&Co

Manufacturer!

COTM 'PHONES
ucKXXxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxoocm

377 Broadway, N.w York

-

PRATT

Tar and

Hygl?nlc Skin Soaps
the same price
THE WILLIAMS
BLUE

'CO.

at

CO.

DRUG

FRONT STORE.

Railroad Ave.

Both plkOMa.

A. E. WALKER,
riRE

INSURANCE.
Sole agents for Casino Canned Goods
Secretary Mutual Building Aaoe)a
&
Co.'s
Im
Coffees,
Jas. Heekln
tion, Office at 217 West Railroad
boden's Granite Flour.

$6.00 Per

and Other aofe
Ask VOIR DEALER.
If he
doesn't sell you tbe
"PLASH" Fountain Pens then
send the retail price direct to
us. Each pea absolutely tuaf- anteed.

aaw9tAnaa-

FOR-

Also extra quality

117 W.

Ammrlcmn Block

COML
Ton

EagU "FlasH-N- o,
25
with ffoldbanda.f 2.50
EagU "FUuh" No. 26
Isris sir. . . $3.00
with (old bands, $4.00
Sold hr Stationers

14

25 cents

737 South Walter Street.

CXXOCXXXX)CXXOCXXXXXXXIOO

Ko.;. K ith 14 karat wild rold
pen point
finest vulcanized
rubtfrr and fully guaranteed.

anrl Pr.nl ifth

3 Cakes in Box

TOTi A OR API

Handiest

RUPPE

NEXT TO BANK OF OOMMZKCS
- ...

Staple and J?'ancy
Groceries

Hllleboro

Creamery Butter
Earth.

Best on

M.

DRAGOIE

Dealers In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.

Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco,
II kinds of Fresh Meat.
Orders Solicited.
Free Delivery. 800 North Broadway, Corner of WtaV
lngton Avenue. ALBUQUERUE.M. M.
214 South Second Street.

INSii
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The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Lvz&icd on the Belen

Cut-o- ff

of The Atchison Topeka

N

Santa Fe Railway

(L

at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe systemleading east and west from Chicago,

7juQ2 i3 SI miles south of Albuquerque, N. M.,

Kansas City, Galveston and points ea?t to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

The Belen Town and Improvement Company Own the Belen Townsite
i

i

I

41.1.

lit

F8T

--

c..r!

EXPRESS. MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE ROUTE WiLL

LIMITED

the center of the city, well graded, (many of them Improved by
Also
modern hotel.
yard, iiruic sto'e, harness shop etc, He

rfored sre
5

20 feet wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old ithade trees; public school houie,
establishments in New Mexico; tbo Belen Patent Roller mill, capacity, 150 barrels daily; large winery; three hotel,
ay Id Central New Mexico, its importance as a great commercial railroad city In the near future cannot be estlmated- -

'i, with alleys

'str
OI 1,000 bustne:r8 aud resldviice lots, eie 25x142 feet, laid out with broad 80 and
,.
$:tO0; churches, Conimercia! club; a population of 1,500 inhabitants; largest mercanti!
u; j'irtiiti, etc. Belen le tlie largest sliipjilne point for wool, flour, wheat, !ne, beans a'i

N rthwest.rn.
1.m;:1.:11::
Angeles.
Chicago to Omaha. $447,i!'l.

In

first-clas-

ctiltlvati-it-

i;

GO OVER

no hand

or

fravtl.

THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
We need

first-dag-

s

bakery, tailor sbop, shoe house, Jeweler, plumbing shot, pianist mill,

s

TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS;
SECURE
TO
AND
THE CHOICEST LOTS TO
AT
APPLY
ONCE FOR MAP
PRICES, IF YOU WISH

Writm'.
lies lire just

tor insiiince,

inner

B.
RIGHT

MEXICO.

NEW

SIMON

Americans should be more
charitable," said the tender
voiced
man.
' ps. we should. Wlien wo abuse
Ren Tillman we don't stop to think
how long he has served in the sen- ate.

-

Og-de-

swell

ALBUQUERQUE.

At Consistent Prices

We desire patronage and we guarantee first class baking.
207 8. First Street,
Albuquerque.

The Simplest Surest Sifett

& CO

COR. FIRST ST. AND COPPER AVJS,

Thos. F. Kclchcr

i

Hnrlington. Chicago to Omaha.
$'.tj'j,3:i7; fnion Pacific, Omaha to (g-de$1 "" M'"'; Southern Pacific,
Rock
to San Francisco, M2.3U7:
Island Chicago to El Paso. $4or,.K. 6;
Southern Pacific, El Paso to thecoast,
$1117 754; Santa Fe, Chicago to l.os

containing a mixture ef white and
ray, the brown biKHer
brown ajid
than either, lliuimht not predominating
almut wltli
obtrusively, and
iirtistic carelessness, the tout ensemble making a coinhination worthy the
exercise of hixh artistic tal 'iit Aitkin (Minn.) Republican.

J. KORBER

FILL

PRESCRIPTIONS

MILL

PIONEER BAKERY

j

lows:

Some Mighty Fine
Some of our winter sn
too lovely for anything;
a sleek span of blacks a

mm
TO

FltV

ALL WORK GUARANTEED.
URE WITH US.

XXXXXXXXXXOOCXXXXDfXOOOOO

PRESS;TH-tj- t

teen years for attempting to murder
H. C. Frick. Technically, he will be
a free man, but not an hour of his
Once in a while a policeman exhib- life, no matter where he may go in
its human intelligence. ()e in Hal- America or abroad, will escape
timore refused to arrest a man who
vigilance.
hugged Maxine Elliott in a hotel hj
Mr. l'nck has not forgotten Berk-- , had
elevator. After looking at Maxine the, J
man. Winn the man Is released one cop
knew the man never could lie con- - jj
detective agencies in the
of th..- It
world will take up his trail. Until he victed.
or Mr. Frick dies, Berkman will never
Her eyes with anger flashed,
I
be left uiiwatehed.
She shook a tiny fist,
It will cost Mr. Frick $ 0,000 a
She sputtered In a rage
ytar. but he thinks it a good life inBecause she had been kissed.
surance investment.
And in defense the rogue
Berkman is as much of an anarchThrew out this horrid shot:
ist as he was the day he shot Mr.
"If vou were not so cold,
Frick, but he is now an advocate of
I'm sure you'd not be hot."
education instead of force. He has
during
thirstudied unceasingly
Washington Gossip.
the
teen years he served In the penitentSpecial Correspondence.
iary and the 'year he ts now serving
A minstrel show Is coming to the
in the workhouse for carrying con- opera house next week. We are not
cealed weapons. He has perfected informed regarding the merits of the!
inmselt in several languages, French tron ne.
Italian md the Slavonic and is nre
Ahimintr thn 1Tti!torl Sltntnu senntp t
pared to make an active campaign for the order of the day.
the red fiae.
The Indian in front of the Oecp
Many anarchists here, who
look ' cigar store has peen painted u.p That
upon him as a martyr, say that he is one of the sure signs of spring.
will within several years succeed the
An automobile passed through town
late Herr Johnaun Most as leader of yesterday.
This is the second in a
the reds.
week.
Berknian's attempt to kill Mr. Frick
Henry Lodge and Jim Garfield call- was made during the famous Home- ed at the White House last Monday.
stead steel strike in 1S92.
C. H. Grosvetior expects to spend
--

HARNESS REPAIRING AND CARTRIMMING.

RIAGE

here. Door and Window
screens made to order,
ALBUQUERQUE PLANING

"Wo

-- Alex.
Pittsburg, April
Berkman
will step out of the Allegheny county1
workhouse May 18. after serving four-- I

one-hal-

min-uie-

TO DATE SIGNS

SCREEN TIME
s

HORSE-SHOEIN-

21:

Lucero

Am
IP

wasn't no mermaid at all, and I want
my money!"
"Gwan!" growled the doorkeeper.
"Wot d'yer think we're runnin' th'
rebate department uv some railroad?"
Try a Citizen want ad.

,

SANTA FE AND ROCK ISLAND
SPEED WAR TO DENVER.

7

535. Office,
Gold Avenue.

208 WEST SILVER AVE.

today."

Pa-laci-

Joseph

West

'
"I wonder if it can bo possible that
yelled
"1 want my money back!"
we were monkeys ages ago?"
"I'm sure I don't know wTiat we the excited and angry man. "You're
were that far back, but a lot of us are gosh durned show's a swindle! That

New yards for the Mexican Central
at Gomez
Mexico and work will soon begin on new shops at that oint. The
shops at Torreon are to be closed and
dismantled and new shops established
at Gomez Palacio. The new location
Is more advantageous than that of the
present stoops. It is more centrally
located with respect to the branch
lines of the company.

are being constructed

'phone,

Automatic

TO

SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN
OUR

XXXXXXOOOOOOOOOCXDCXXXX)OOOej

Ballast gangs were at work all day
vesterdav ballasting the tracks in
front of the AlvaradJ and below there
with gravel from the Rio Ptierco pits.
The work of moving the switch tracks
farther south is expected to progress
rapidly.

Wc Do Your Blacksmith Work Right I

3

ESTATE DEALERS

REAL.

Most Anything

-

RRIASC bCPaTRINC

N. PEACH & CO.

-

a

Third and MarquctU

Both Phones

M. GRENADINO & CO.

o

Train No. 4, the Chicago limited,
was six faours late this morning, as a
result t having to wait for four passengers, who arrived in Los Angeles
six hours late.

Our Top Buggies tnd
Runalxiuts must moTe
nofA ihn floor
space for another cr- -

It's a time to tielpV

Bottled In Bond.

Bole

Into Yours

1LA

H ft-

& r-- A'

ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE

RAILROAD

"P. O.

Pocket

PRICE
A.

BACK OF

All Kindt of Frssh

Bruises
.1

"Red Wagons"

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO.

Meat Market

Sprains

li

h4)

EMIL KLEINWORT,
Masonic Building, :sortn Third Street.

Neuralgia
Sr

FOUND AT LAST

Woolens laundered without ihrlnklntr. We tare added to or aV
ready well equipped lanndery a machine with which we can
woolens without shrinking. When we are through with them tlvr
are Just like new. If other laundries hriuH. them, bring them to a
and we will straighten them out for you.

THIRD STREET
Steam

J. D. EMMONS,
Wholesale and Retail.
Auto phone 474. Colo, phone 177.
Cornr of Coal Avenueendandof Secvia- ond street west
duct.
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WM. M. BERGER, Secretary
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of a daughter, and the attending

LOCAL AND

PliRSOXA L
tJ

To Men's-Glotli- ss

Wearers

;

-

"

-- r

II

pn- SCREEN TIME IS COMING.
slclan Btatta that the little la.iy
screens, 7 cents per fool, j
Window
Mr.
weUhs about eleven pounds.
home made door, with trimmings,;
Seiehler Is an employe of the South- forA 11.25.
western Brewery and Ice company.
We are making window screens nil
Mtr. A MonhcU. who has been mortised
together, and ns stronir as
nt St. Joseph's hospital, for
quite 111
A
..... '
i,nu cnftirli'iitlv re- - a door, for 7 cents a square foot.
n,',V .if .rav.-'lnc- :
or
that
and Iowa door,
ni viii.iusi nny noor snipped in nere
Oklahoma
toniaht for
will
eac
extends from the cast, together with trim- l:i
Mrs. Mnnheit
(inmtngs, for 1.25.
and gratituiK' to uimn
her thank
We make the regular shop made
Jacob II. Kaplan nnd the Associated screen doors that have always cost.
Charities organization, who assisted heretofore, $2.00 to $2.25, for $1.50,
her financially during her Illness. on
SUPERIOR LUMBER AND
ef the First ward
In the vet
PLANING MILL CO.
the candidates for mayor, as publish1
ed In ye terday's Citizen, an error
NOTICE.
enrs in t ie vote for Rock, the socialist candidate for mayor. In this
ward, instead of 20, Mr. Rock receiv- r.i.mmr to any point in tne mountains,
This is the only error, during the coming season, in my wag- ed 24 vote
as far as The Citizen representative otiette. the "Minnehaha," at reasona-- i
ap- ble rates.
L. C. WARD WELL,
was able to secure the returns,
823 South Arno street.'
pearing In the report as published In
this paper yesterday afternoon.
Conn- in and read tho
Work on the new Korber building,
Prices
Albu- on Second street, between Tijeras and speak louder than promises,
Copper avenues, Is fast neaiing com- querque Carriage Co.
pletion.
The third story of the
ATTENTION GENTLEMtN!
luilding is now being finished up,
and the work of finishing the interyour suit now for "Easter,"
Order
ior will be rushed forward at once.
You know our
be well dressed.
The front of the building Is of stone, and
reputation. Best workmanship, latest
the walls at the sides and rear being styles, and lowest
Eighteen
prices.
of brick, and It makes one of the
from.
most substantial looking buildings iu hundred new samples to select
that portion of the city.
Nettleton Tailoring Agency
That Joshua S. Reynolds Intends to
114 South Third ttreet.
make his permanent home in Albuquerque is mere evident than ever.
TICKETS BOUGHT. SOLO,
Yesterday A. J. Hamilton secured a
AND EXCHANGED
contract to build a new residence for
Mr. Raynohls at the corner of Silver
Association Offleo
avenue and High street. The buildTransactions
ing is to be of the old mission style
Guaranteed
on plans drawn by the firm of Spen
cer & Walllngford, architects.
A ROSENHEIM'S,
II8W.R.R. Ave.
view of tho new Reynolds home has
been placed on exhibition In the window f O. A. Matson & Co.
Colonel James McCorrlston, the cement king, was strongly urged by a i
number cf his friends to allow "his
name to be placed on the city ticket
for alderman front his ward. They
argued with him, and correctly too,
When your cash purchases reach
that he already possessed aldermanic
proportions, thus avoiding the nethe amounts specified below, you
cessity ot expansion to fill the office,
while, whenever It should be come
are entitled to select any of the
nece? ?;..;.. like Secretary Taft, he
dishes, free
following
could si' on the lid and fo hold
down. But the colonel would
of charge:
net listen to tlie voice of the charmers, charm they ever so wisely.
A. II. Bemenl. of Terre Haute, Ind.,
1
$1.00
Individual Butter
president of the Southwestern Lead
24.00
1
Covered Butter
and Zinc company, which owns proper3.00
1
Breakfast Plate
ties in tlie Cahallo mountains, in Kie
lO.(H)
1
Gravy Boat
southern portion of the territory, is
8.00
1 Cream I'itcher
in the city for a few days, returning
18.00
1 Sugar HjwI
from a visit to the properties. Speak2.00
1 Sauce Dish
ing of the work of development being
5.00
1 Handle Tea and Saucer
done at the properties, Mr. Bemcnt.
4.00
1
Dinner Plate
stated (hat a. lare reduction plan:
4.00
1
Coupe Soup
and smelter had been erected there,
- Tea
21.00
Pot.
and that they would be ready for op1G.0O
1 " Pint Pitcher
eration in a few days. Max B. Fitch
1 Daily Bread or Cake Plate. .20.00
of Socorro, Is the manager cf the
1 Orange Bowl or Fruit Dish. .30.00
8.00
1 Plcklo Dish
Children's black vici kid oxfords,
with patent leather tips, extension
soles and low heels, good quality and
stylish looking, 5 to 8, $1;
to 11,
$1.15; HVi to 2, $1.35; IVs to G, $1.50.
C. May's shoe store, 314 West Rail- 1
road avenue.

WEATHER INDICATIONS.

j

EASTER SHOES

Partly cloudy tonight and Friday,
with local rain; warmer In southeast
portion.

YOU ARE OFFERED DAILY ALL KINDS OF
CLOTHES TO WEAR; SOME GOOD, SOME BAD
'
SOME DISHONEST.
THE DISHONEST CLOTHES ARE THOSE
OF
MADE
FABRICS ADULTERATED WITH
"MERCERIZED COTTON;" MADE TO LOOK
LIKE
AND SURE TO WEAR LIKE
PART COTTON.
THE DISHONESTY IS IN THE LOOKS THAT
DECEIVE YOU; NOT IN THE FABRIC, OR IN
THE DEALER. THERE'S NOTHING DISHONEST
IN A "MERCERIZED
COTTON" FABRIC IF YOU
KNOW WHAT IT IS; SOME PEOPLE DON'T

j

ARRIVAL OF TRAINS.

FOR MEN.

Talent Colt
Vl

I

Shos

. . .

$3.50 to $4.00
$2.50 to $4.00

Colt Oxfords.,
$3.5rf

Virl Kid Oxfords.

$2.50 to $3.50

FOR WOMEN.

Paten! Kid Shoes.

$3.25 to $4.00

Vict Kid Shot's.

Patent
PAIR OF Ouft

JvMTHOurd
MD DURABLE

PRINCr

SHOtZ

5m5

IT

$2.25 to $3.50

Kid Oxfords
9

74 tn

M(

Vlei Kl.i Oxfords

bOODYt-fKRWCL-

I)

POSSIBLE TO MANE.
NOW REAPV.

to $3.00

$2-2-

AND CONDIMENTS.

SAUCES

When purchased at F. F. Trotter's
grocery store, are sure to bring the
right flavor to all dishes Into which
they enter. This Is because we always procure the best manufactured.
We find out first what brands are reliable and personally guarantee them.

F. F. TROTTER
Not. 118 and

South Second street.

120

T. Y. MAYNARD.

GEO. W. HICKOX.

The Hickox - Maynat d Co.
ARE EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES

OF

J

T

The Gorham Manufacturing Co. Sterling Silverware..
The Llbbey Co. Artistic Cut Glass.
The W. A. Pickard Hand Painted China.
Each in Its class appropriate for weddings gifts.
Our stock of Diamonds "Never before so complete."
good time for Investment, as Diamonds are rapidly advancing

'Tia a
In value.

NEW MEXICO'S LEADING JEWELERS
THE ARCH FRONT.

Do You Use

SOUTH

SECOND

STREET.

a Fountain Syringe

If not.ycu may a little later. It will pay you to buy It from us Saturday, March 24. Remember, for one day only at the following cut prices:
Quart
Quart
4-- Quart
2- 3- -

Regular Price $1.00
Regular Price $1.25
Regular Price $1.50

Our Price Saturday
Our Price Saturday
Our Price Saturday

....... :.$5o
i..75c
w..90o

They are all standard quality, liut we are overstocked, and must reduce the same before hot weather. Dou't forget the date Saturday,
March 24 and the time one day only. Mail orders will bo accepted at the above prices.

-

J. H. O'RIELLY CO, Druggists

J

LUMBER

-

Barnett Building

CEMENT

SASH
DOORS
GLASS
REX FLINTKOTE PAINT
MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
First and Marquette,

-

Albuquerque, N.

M.

THE

EVERIT

trains:

At 9:3i) p. tn.
At 9:4.1 p. tn.
At 7 p. ni.

First No.
Second No.
1

Kid Shoes.

Patent

Following was the 4 o'clock report
of the arrival of Santa Ke passenger

Palace

Diamond

RAILROAD AVE.
Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware.
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

We Invite

Subscribe for the Citizen and Get the News

No. 3
No. 4
No. 7
No. 8
No. 9

1

At 1:25 a. ni.
On tinio.
At 12:55 a. in.
On time.

-

Tbo Lord stmt the wind, ami ihe bad

man "rubbered."
As It blew the ladles" skirts knee
hiph;
Hut Ihe Ixrd was Just, and sent, a
storm of sand
To blow in the bad man's eye.

K K. MeOaffey. of Hoswell, is registered at the Alvarado.
The Count I,. Avrouln, of France,
Is registered at the Alvarado.
12. Anderson, of Bland, N.
.
Mrs.
M., is In the city for a few days visiting friends.
H. W. Thompson, of Clayton, N. M.,
is In the metropolis on business of a
personal nature.
J. W. Taylor was in the city for a
short time yesterday from I.as Cru- ccs, returning nome last ntgni.
George H. Rrowne left last evening
for n short business trip through the
southern part of the territory.
.T. 13. Herndon, cashier of the State
National bank, returned this morning
from a business trip to Sliver City.
Clifton Hill, the merchant and postmaster of Isleta, who was here yesterday, returned to Isleta last night.
The Colorado Telophono company-yesterdaput into commission their
S.eorro toll line, which has just been
completed.
Clarke's pool room on Railroad avenue, is beginning to take on city airs.
A new linoleum covers the floor and
other improvements have been made.
Prof. George W. Ramsey went to
Lag Vegas this morning to sell Un
derwood typewriters, for which ma
chine he is general agent in New
Mexico.
Colonel

I

L

KNOW.

,

THE

TOWN

IS FULL OF THIS STUFF-CLOT- HES
THAT CHEAT; THEY LOOK HONEST
AND THEY COST HONEST; BUT THERE'S A
FRAUD; AND YOU'LL FIND
IT WHEN YOU
WEAR THEM.
HART. SCHAFFNER & MARX STAND FOR
AND
NO "MERCERIZED
IF YOU FIND THEIR LABEL THAT'S
WHAT YOU GET.
ALL-WOO-

COT-TON-

;"

SIMON
STERN
Railroad Aveme Clotlhier

R.R

UfiQ

FREE FREE

ITT

ill

Hit

.1

J

M

1

II

1

J

hand-painte-

Hopewell went to
Santa Fo this morning on business
pertaining to the Albuquerque Eastern railway, of which 'lie is general
manager.
The regular danco of the Commercial club at their rooms last evening
proved to be a rather quiet affair, but
those present, although small ln number, thoroughly enjoyed themselves.
John A. Ix)gnn Circle, Ladles of the
G. A. R., will meet ln regular session
tomorrow, (Friday) afternoon, April
6, at 2:30 o'clock at the home of Mrs.
C. H. Coleman, 509 South Arno street.
Etta B. Allison, secretary.
Get your goods and have them 2
The new Matron building on West
Railroad avenue will soon be com- stamped at Mrs. Wilson's.
pleted. The front of the building has
CHOICE ALFALFA, FIRST CUT. "
been finished and the Interior work
CHOICE OAT HAY.
Is being pushed to completion rapCHOICE WHITE OATS.
idly.
CHOICE KANSAS HAY.
Regular Sabbath services at Temple Albert Friday evening at 7:45. THE CLARKVILLE PRODUCE CO.,
602 SOUTH FIRST ST.
Philip Monheidt will be confirmed at
this service. "Has the Passover Still
All the boys who are members of
a Message for Us?" will bo the sub- Leaniard & Lindemann's band are reject of Rabbi Kiaplnn's sermon. Ev quested
to meet at the music store.
erybody is welcome.
208 West Gold avenue, tomorrow
Mtss Lou Hughes has gone to Santa
on at 4 o'clock. Bedsides receivFe to visit her sister, Mrs. O. C. Wat-su- ing the regular music lesson, arrangeOn her return ta this city, Miss ments have been made with a pho
Hughes, accompanied by her mother, tographer to take a group picture of
Mrs. Thomas Hughes, will leave for thu boys.
southern California, where they will
ROOMING
HOUSE
FOR
remain durng tho summer months.
RENT
Only two victims wero before Po- AND FURNITURE OF SAME FOR
GREAT
lice Judge Crawford this morning, SALE. FINE LOCATION;
when the police court convened. BARGAIN. APPLY O. W. STRONG'S
Both were charged with being in- SONS.
o
toxicated, and as there was no denyThe school board has decided to dising the fact, both pleaded guilty, and miss
school at 2:30 on the afternoon
went to the chain gang for five days. of April
10, as nearly all tho children
Mr. and Mrs. L. Trauer returned intend to attend
the Honey's boys'
this morning from Los Lrnias, where mat line.
tuey visited Mr. and Mrs. Simon
Neustadt for a few days. Mr. Trauer
THIS IT THE DATE OF THE
recently returned
from his sheep PIPE ORGAN
RECITAL. ADMISranges, and he reports his flocks in SION, 50 CENTS.
g
good
of
plenty
fine coudltton and
A guaranteed Runabout, worth $120,
grass and water.
now $U5. Albuquerque Carriage Co.
The officers of the local socialist organization are in receipt of a dispatch
OUR SPECIAL CHICK MIXTURE
from Carl U. Thompson, now in Mil- WILL SAVE YOUR YOUNG CHICKS.
waukee, Wis., to the effect that in THE CLARKVILLE PRODUCE CO.,
the municipal election held there the 02 SOUTH FIRST STREET.
socialists elected twelve aldermen out
of the forty-five- ,
as well as six superWhat wo save you on a buggy will
go a long way towards a new harvisors and two Justices.
Will Williamson
and Miss Edith ness. Albuquerque Carriage Co.
Jenne have announced their engage-mem- .
Mr. Williamson la an Industrious young carpenter and the bride-to-b1'ivsh Salmon.
is the vouugest daughter of Mrs.
Channel Cat Fish.
South Third
W. H. Jenne. of 412
S riped Bass.
street. The marriage, will tako place
Keil Snapper.
on Thursday evening, April 12.
Barracuda.
Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph Seichler, reSpanish Mackerel.
siding at tho corner of Seventh street
F.mindef
over
rejoicing,
avenue,
are
and Fruit
S .ilshipt Blue Points.
tliu arrival this morning at their home
Selects.
Salt Mammoth Mackerel, extra
!:.. 4oc. each; Medium Mackerel,
f'r 25c; Small Mackerel, fie. each;
ti
;.i Choice Herring,
for 2.rc; M
rs, 2 for Kc; Smoked
only 20c per lb.
H
W. S.

ALL-WOO-

1-

THE

1

1
1
1

1
1
1

1

inch Round Vegetable Dish 6.00
8.00
Round Veg. Dish
20.00
Cracker Jar '
Fancy Dish, or Celery Tray. .20.00
Round Veg. Dish... 12.00
Round Veg. Dish ..1G.00
8.00
Oblong Veg. Dish
Oblong Veg. Dish ...12.00
r,

1
1
1
1

1
1

Platter
Platter
Platter

24.00

Bowl

5.00
5.00

8.00
1G.00

Oatmeal Dish
lft-pin-

t

Covered Dish

32.00

Ask for coupons with each cash
purchase and exchange them for
chinaware.
We guarantee that cur prices cn
ooods are the lowest in the city.
This special offer is made for the
purpose of increasing our trade
and showing the people that we
truly appreciate their patronage.
We earnestly invite you to call.
Very Respectfully,
L. KEMPENICH.
See Window Display.

BIRDSELL WAGON

"

master-fashione-

and

H

THE

af-ter- n

THE CUSHIONED DOUBLETREE 8AVE3 THfc KOBE'S SHOULDER.

WHITNEY COMPANY!
II3-IIS--

S out n

tirst street

4ui-4u-

norm

j

rm

EASTER

PARADE

Writ,, for Wholesale Prices on Plows and Other Farm Implements
The largest stock west of Kansas City.
O

T. OFWANS
S.DOCTOR
OPTICS
8HUR-0-

O

S.WABSM&SON
PURE DRUGS

N

Fine Jewelry

Stationery
rBST ESTABLISMtTD OPTICIAN IN THE CITY
Room lO, Whiting Blk.
Appointment Matim at Vann'm Drug Store.

Lowney's Candies

j

Corner Gold Avenue and Second Street.

I'l'r.vIIov;

PUTS YOU ON YOUR METTLE.

H

Tonight we can deliver at
your door the clothes we
fitted for you this morning

BEBBER

OPTICAL CO.
15 Cold Avenue

Gi,is-e-

H

Eyes

s

Adjusted.

Tested.

LENSES

See Our Windows

Full Dress Suits

- - $45,00
Prince Albert Coat and Vest 28.00
Business Suits from 12.50 to 30.00
-

GROUND

ON PREMISES

M

SHE" LIKES
FLOWERS

V.

net her "she" is wit',, or swiet-thace, .nhl,.
most
i
ntiee is a b'npH't of ,i nul
We ju-- l :i!i i,i ion this,
.iug, perhaps, ,
re-h-

f

1

t9

West Cold

E.L WASHBURN CO.

122
Second

IVES,
9

THC

r

I

sr

WEST SANTA FE AVENUE.
Auto Phone, 713.

SLR M tmiFkn&W
Wholesale
and Retail

and Retail
EUREKA COTTON
HOSE

REFRIGERATORS
ICE CREAM

RUBBER HOSE

FREEZERS

H
M

'

& COMPANY

M

M

and is in every coat

tlflclP$TQSH HARDWARE CQIWPAMY
Successors to E. J. POST

M

H

GARDEN TOOLS

WIRE WINDOW
SCREENS

SPADESrSHOVELS

M

H
M

M

RAKES

GALVANIZED
POULTRY NETTING

GARDEN BARROWS"

21 G West Railroad Avenue

ALBUQUERQUE,
H

4

wholesal Distributers tor .New Mexico ana Anzoud.

e

d

master-mad- e

t

"THE WORLD'S BEST."

V--

STEIN-BLOC-

j

-

-

-

NEW MEXICO

